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Abstract
Trochoidal gear pumps, as currently designed, produce significant flow pulsations that result in
pressure pulsations. These pulsations interact with the system where they are connected, shortening the
life of both the pump and circuit components. A set of design tools applied to trochoideal gear pumps is
presented, involving the analytical, simulation and experimental point of study.
From the analytical side, two new modules of GeroLAB Package are created, Minimum Clearance
Module and Effective Port Areas. Also, a dynamical simulation through BondGraph is conducted,
studying the influence of the port areas geometry.
Regarding the numerical simulation, a three-dimensional with deforming mesh Computational
Fluid Dynamics model is presented. The model includes the effects of the manufacturing tolerance and
the leakage inside the pump. Also, the influence of simulating the contact points is studied. A new
boundary condition is created for the simulation of the solid contact in the interteeth radial clearance.
The experimental study of the pump is carried out by means of Time-Resolved Particle Image
Velocimetry. This technique is developed in order to adapt it to the gerotor pump, and measurements are
captures in the outlet pipe and in the chambers between trochoidal profiles. The experimental results are
qualitatively evaluated thanks to the analytical and simulation tools.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Preamble
Positive displacements pumps, as currently designed, produce significant flow pulsations that result
in pressure pulsations. These pulsations contribute to the global noise generated by the installation.
Moreover, they interact with the system where the pump is connected shortening the life of both the pump
and circuit components.
Rotary trochoidal gear pump, a type of rotary positive displacement machine, has characteristics
that make it suitable for many applications fields. Nowadays, in cases like additivation and dosage, these
applications have not been completely developed, and present a growing potential in the industrial world,
such as in new diesel engines generation or in medical applications. Some uses of rotary trochoidal
machines are:
•

Lubrication systems of internal combustion engines.

•

Fuel pumps of internal combustion engines.

•

Car power steering units.

•

High speed gas compressors.
In recent years the LABSON research team members have focused much of their efforts in research

and development of volumetric positive displacement pumps, especially in external gear pumps and
trochoidal gear pumps. The present thesis uses this know-how to continue increasing knowledge about
trochoidal gear pumps, by adding new more realistic approaches to the analytical and simulation models
developed up to the present, and creating an experimental procedure to its study.

1.2 Gerotor pump
Gear pumps using trochoidal profiles are often called gerotor pumps, an acronym in English of the
words 'Generated ROTOR'. The pump consists of four main parts: inner gear wheel, outer gear wheel, the
housing or pump’s body and a cover to produce the closure of the assembly. The gear consists of a pinion
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meshing with a toothed ring or crown. Gear teeth are generated by trochoidal profiles. In order to get the
gear mesh, the inner gear wheel (pinion) has a tooth less than the outer gear wheel (crown).

Figure 1.1: Gerotor pump of the lubrication system of a combustion engine.

About its operation, the inner gear wheel receives torque from the motor shaft and it is responsible
for transmitting the rotation torque to the outer gear wheel, so that each lobe of the internal gear slips in
permanent contact with the surface of the outer gear wheel. These contact points between both wheels
form a number of watertight chambers equal to the number of teeth of the outer gear, keeping the fluid
contained in them.

Discharge zone outlet

Suction zone inlet

Figure 1.2: Gear wheels in the position of maximum volume chamber in the pump body

During pumping action, chambers are always connected sequentially to the suction port/area and
the discharge port/area, except when chambers get their maximum and minimum volume. In both cases,
the chamber is isolated from the two areas (Figure 1.2). The pumping action is produced by varying the

2
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volume of the watertight chambers with full rotation of the gear. Chambers connected and open to the
suction area increases their volume, and consequently, there takes place a depression that allows the entry
of fluid filling the chambers. On the other hand, chambers connected and open to the discharge area
reduce their volume, displacing the fluid to the discharge area. The fluid dynamics of this interaction
trochoidal gear - suction/discharge ports are the basis of the virtues of its characteristics due to the flow
passage geometry.

1.3 Thesis objectives and scope
The main objective of this thesis is to develop a set of design tools applied to trochoidal gear
pumps, from the viewpoint of the fluid dynamical performance of the pump. These design tools are aimed
to help improving two of the main performance indices of the pump: the volumetric capacity and the flow
irregularity1, leading the designer to more efficient new designs of gerotor pump. On the one hand, the
volumetric capacity is related with the pump’s efficiency, and increases in this particular index result in a
higher efficiency of the pump. On the other hand, flow irregularity measures de flow ripple2 generated by
the pump, and by reducing this index, the life of both the pump and the installation can be extended, as
phenomena like fatigue are attenuated.
The present work does not focus on mechanical characteristics of the pump, and phenomena like
wear or aspects like deformation of materials. Consequently, all considerations are made from the
viewpoint of fluid dynamic behaviour.
This has been achieved through the use of analytical, simulation and experimental procedures. For
a better understanding of the main contributions made in these areas, the tools developed in this thesis are
divided according to the performance variable to which they are related: the volumetric capacity and the
irregularity index.
The main contributions made in this thesis from the point of view of characterising the volumetric
capacity and efficiency are the following:
Analytical calculation through the Volumetric Characteristics Module contained in GeroLAB

•

Package.

1

The flow irregularity quantifies difference between the maximum and minimum values of the instantaneous
flow, related to its average value.
2
The flow ripple is the parameter that characterizes the performance of Gerotor pumps that can be seen as
fluctuations in the instantaneous flow generated by the pump. It is inherent to this type of pumps, and it cannot be
directly measured. Although it cannot be eliminated, efforts are focused towards reducing it as maximum as
possible.
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Dynamical simulation using a BondGraph model, which gives the variation of the chamber3

•

volume for a complete rotation of the pump, allowing the volumetric capacity determination.
Numerical simulation of the flow field in the chamber, by means of Computational Fluid

•

Dynamics: the volumetric capacity is determined through a 3D model of the pump including
leakage phenomena, by integrating the simulated flow in the chamber for a complete rotation of
the inner gear wheel.
Experimental characterization of the volumetric capacity by means of Particle Image

•

Velocimetry: the gear performance is evaluated by properly studying the variation or the
instantaneous flow in the chamber.

Regarding to the flow irregularity characterization, the main contributions made in this thesis are:
Analytical calculation through the Effective Port Areas Module created for the existing GeroLAB

•

Package. The effective port areas are the restricted area that a chamber exposes to the inlet or
outlet port, depending on its location. The instantaneous flow rate is influenced by the change in
volume of the chambers, which in turn depends on the geometry of the port areas. The calculation
of the effective port areas allows the determination of the flow irregularity of the pump.
Dynamical simulation using a BondGraph model, which gives the instantaneous flow ripple

•

generated by the pump. This model uses data given by the Effective Port Areas Module and
Minimum Clearance Module, both created for the existing GeroLAB Package.
Numerical simulation of the flow field in the outlet pipe, by means of Computational Fluid

•

Dynamics: the flow irregularity is determined through a 3D model of the pump containing
leakage phenomena, by integrating the simulated flow in the outlet pipe, for a complete rotation
of the inner gear wheel. Besides, a new strategy to simulate the solid contact between trochoidal
gears named Gearing Contact Point has been created. In addition, the influence of simulating the
contact points between the gear wheels is studied.
Experimental characterization of the flow irregularity by means of Particle Image Velocimetry: it

•

allows the evaluation of the pump performance through the study of the instantaneous flow in the
outlet pipe of the pump.

3

A chamber is defined as each of the fluid volumes comprised between two consecutive contact points (in
the zone of fluid between inner and outer gears).

4
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1.4 Organization of the Thesis
This thesis is divided into five chapters and the references section.
The present chapter is an introduction to the thesis.
Chapter 2 presents the analytical models used in the present work. It contains the new modules
created for the GeroLAB Package Software, Minimum Clearance Module and Effective Port Areas
Module. It also shows the results of the BondGraph simulations, one of whose inputs are the effective
port areas obtained through GeroLAB.
Chapter 3 contains the theory and considerations related to the numerical simulations. It presents
the selected numerical schemes and turbulence model. The mesh zones are described, including the
details of the mesh deformation algorithm and its quality, and the grid independence study. Special
attention is paid to the Gearing Contact Point strategy, which reduces significantly the computational
cost of the simulations.
Chapter 4 presents the main aspects of the acquisition and treatment of data by means of the TimeResolved Particle Velocimetry (TRPIV). Next, the experimental procedure of the present project is
presented: selected devices and tracer particles, mathematical considerations, chosen software and
experimental arrangement. It includes the main results of the experimental study and its evaluation.
Finally in Chapter 5 simulation, analytical and experimental results are discussed, and final
conclusions are given. Besides, suggestions about the possible future research are also presented in this
chapter.

1.5 State of the Art
This section presents a summary of the technical documentation which access has been possible
that is related to the main aspects of the gerotor pump. For a better understanding, this information is
presented in its main issues (Figure 1.3): theoretical basis, simulation and experimental studies.
Regarding the basic theory, Ansdale (Ansdale and Lockley, 1968) derives closed-form equations of
the geometry for two types of conjugate envelope. Those authors demonstrated the value of the existing
closed-form equations in the design of a Wankel rotary engine. Colbourne (Colbourne, 1974) is one of the
first researchers in describing, defining and classifying trochoidal curves and their envelopes. The same
author (Coulborne, 1976) describes a method for calculating the tooth contact stresses in internal gear
pumps, and it has been shown that a considerable reduction can be achieved in the maximum contact
stress by altering the proportions commonly used in existing pumps. Robinson and Lyon (Robinson and
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Lyon, 1976) are able to modify the equations by introducing a constant, which accounts for the space that
is required in the sealing design.
Maiti and Sinha (Maiti and Sinha, 1988) develop a kinematic analysis that has been carried out to
investigate the pattern of rolling and sliding in the load transmitting contact regions. The authors present a
generalized method developed to find out and analyse the flow rate, ripple, and speed variation in
different kinematic models (Maiti and Sinha, 1990). Maiti (Maiti, 1992) presents the theoretical
guidelines for selecting the inlet-outlet port sizes, their position and sequences of the flow distributor
valves used in epitrochoid generated rotary piston machine type of hydrostatic units, which have been
established in the presented analysis.
Beard (Beard, Yannitell and Pennock, 1992) derives relationships that show the influence of the
trochoid ratio, the pin size ratio, and the radius of the generating pin on the curvature of the epitrochoidal
gerotor.
Shung and Pennock (Shung and Pennock, 1994) present in a unified and compact way the
equations of trochoid curves. Stryczek (1990 and 1996) devises a very complete basic theory, and shows
a new study of properties of trochoidal profiles for the use of complete trochoidal curves in gears working
as pump and oleo-hydraulic engine.
Mimmi and Pennacchi (Mimmi and Pennacchi, 2000), with a general method, show the analytical
condition for avoiding undercutting by using the concept of the limit curve. Mancò (Mancò et al, 2000)
presents a general procedure for the computerized design of gerotor lubricating pumps for internal
combustion engines.
Ye (Ye, 2005) presents a new simple method to derive the formulae for the toot profile of the small
rotor in a cycloid rotor pump. This simplified method yields explicit formulae for calculating limit
dimensions of the large rotor to avoid undercutting on the tooth profile of the small rotor. Hsieh (Hsieh,
2009) and Yan (Yan et al., 2009) perform the study of geometries with higher efficiency from the point of
view of calculating the volume variation.
Vecchiato (Vecchiato et al., 2001) developes the geometry of rotor conjugated profiles applying the
theory of envelopes to a family of parametric curves and analysis of profile meshing. He discusses the
determination of singularities and computerized design of pumps with rotor profiles free of singularities.
Paffoni (Paffoni, 2003) uses a vector analysis and derived equations for defining the precise geometry of
a gear pump using non-conventional profile. From this analysis speed, normal force and pressure are
deduced in analytical closed form. Kim (Kim et al., 2006) defines the geometry of the rotors starting from
the design parameters and shows the process of choosing the solution which is subject to some limitations
in order to limit the pressure angle between the rotors. These authors consider the design optimization.
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In connection with mechanical properties, Colbourne (Colbourne, 1976) notes that one of the
drawbacks in the design of volumetric positive displacement machines using trochoidal profiles is that
there are no elements that can be adjusted to compensate for wear of tooth surfaces. Paffoni (Paffoni et
al., 2004) carries out an exhaustive analysis of the effects of clearance between teeth on contact stresses in
gear pumps of trochoidal profiles.
Ivanovic (Ivanovic et al., 2013) defines a relation between the single geometrical parameters and
the values of pressure variation in the pump cambers. He defines certain relations between the operating
characteristics of the trochoidal gear pairs, through the theoretical consideration such as the flow rate,
pressure variation in the pump chambers and the values of the considered geometrical parameters. He
states that, for a fixed gerotor pump with the same number of chambers and the same radius of the root
circle, the choice of the smaller values of the trochoid coefficient changes the form of the gearing profile,
but it does not significantly change the pump flow.
Mancò (Mancò et al., 2002) controls the flow rate being sucked or delivered in a Gerotor pump,
through a rotating sector that alters the effective geometry of kidney ports. He states that it is possible to
change the actual displacement of a gerotor pump, introducing one degree of freedom, by one of two
methods: rigid rotation of the gearing set against the port plate (requires an additional outer gearing) or,
vice versa, simply rotating the port plate. Its basic advantage consists in the possibility of changing the
location of maximum and minimum crossover volumes independently. In fact, besides rotation of the
whole port plate (which gives the same functionality in the first method) only part of it can be rotated, the
other remaining fixed. The preferred method is the partial port plate rotation. He concludes that the
variable displacement pump allows attainment of a torque saving more than double with respect to the
variable flow pump in the whole working range.
Bonandrini (Bonandrini et al., 2012) show that considering the gears rotating with fixed
transmission ratio, for many rotation angles the contact has inadequate pressure angle or it does not exist
at all. He establishes the transmission error due to the meshing of the profiles and to modify the design of
the machine so that the contact is always assured in the right place, avoiding interference.
Hwang and Hsieh (Hwang and Hsieh, 2006) deeply analyse the epitrochoidal and hypotrochoidal
profiles, in particular for cycloidal gearings application, only considering the lower part of the
nonurdercutting curve. The work outlines a mathematical model to improve pump efficiency and derives
a dimensionless equation of nonundercutting. This procedure greatly facilitates the design of parameter
within the feasible region to avoid undercutting on the tooth profile or interference between the adjacent
pins.
More recently, Yan and Yang (Yan and Yang, 2009) develop a deviation function-based theory and
algorithm for designing noncircular pitch-based gerotors and their conjugate rotors. Their method,
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however, is general enough that it can also be used to design conventional gerotors with circular pitches.
Their subsequent work (Yang et al., 2010) proposes deviation function-based flow rate formulas that can
be used whether pitch and generating curves are circular or noncircular. This latter introduces two
dimensionless parameters, lobe noncircularity and pitch noncircularity, which allow systematic analysis
of gerotor performance.
From the viewpoint of dynamics, it is known that flow pulsations inherent to the actual operation of
a volumetric positive displacement pump directly contribute to the overall noise emitted by the
installation and in the long term, reducing life constituent components (fatigue). Dasgupta (Dasgupta et
al., 1996) conducts an interesting study of modelling a hydraulic motor of trochoidal profiles through
BondGraph. However, the most complete studies are carried out by Professor Nervegna and his team. In
(Fabiani, 1999) they began working on the study of dynamic behaviour of a trochoidal profiles gear pump
by AMESim software in its first version. With regard to dynamical simulation, they state that the volume
of a generic camera in a generic position can be obtained using two types of analysis: integral-derivative
and derivative-integral.They develop several 1D simulation models of positive displacement pumps in the
LMS AMESim environment. In particular, very detailed studies have been carried out on gerotor pumps.
All significant geometric quantities are calculated analytically as function of the shaft angular position
and the current pump displacement. They include, among others, gears profiles and their line of contacts,
chamber volume and its derivative, chamber inflow and outflow flow areas, kinematic (ideal) flow ripple.
Mucchi (Mucchi et al., 2010) presents a non-linear lumped kineto-elastodynamic model for the
prediction of the dynamic behaviour of external gear pumps. The model can be used in order to analyse
the pump dynamic behaviour and to identify the effects of modifications in design and operation
parameters, in terms of vibration and dynamic forces. They consider the pressure distribution on gears as
time-varying and they state that it depends on the gear eccentricity. The gear eccentricity is calculated in
the steady-state condition as a result of the balancing between mean pressure loads, mean meshing force
and bearing reactions.
Kim (Kim, Nam and Park, 2006) publishes a paper in which the port plate with the relief grooves is
designed by referring to as notch of vane pump and relief groove of piston pump, in order to reduce the
pressure pulsation in the gerotor pump.
Vacca and his team, from the Maha Fluid Power Research Center (Purdue University) created the
simulation tool HYGESim. It is presented, with verification and design purposes, to perform the entire
simulation of external gear machines considering main physical phenomena. It is a multi-domain
simulation methodology, including the numerical evaluation of leakage flow in the lubricating gap at
gears’ lateral sides and the calculation of thrust forces.
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Karamooz (Karamooz et al., 2010) develops the optimization cost functions and constraints,
according to volumetric, dynamic and geometric properties for an epitrochoidal gear pump. He optimizes
two commercial pumps and compare the value of the cost functions with those of the original pump.
These comparisons show the improvement of both flow irregularity and wear rate proportional factor in
both pumps. In subsequent work, Karamooz (2011) derives mathematical equations for elliptical lobe
shape rotors profile and curvature of them, and formulates specific flow and wear rate proportional factor.
To reach the minimum wear in rotors teeth, the ellipse shape factor is changed for each value of number
of outer rotor teeth in a feasible range and wear rate proportional factor has been resulted. He states that
the obtained results compared with the circular pumps with similar parameters and show significant
improvement in the wear of the rotors teeth with negligible changes in the specific flow. The paper
concludes that it is possible to reduce wear of the rotors of a gerotor pump by using suitable elliptical
lobes.
Another aspect taken into consideration by some researchers in recent years is the CFD simulation
of flow and the many studies being conducted today. CFD is the acronym of Computational Fluid
Dynamics, and it is the fluid dynamic analysis using finite-volume computation. In literature, there are
plenty of works based on CFD but very few are aimed at positive volumetric displacement machines
(Iudicello and Mitchell, 2002), and in general there is a gap in the implementation of these studies and
knowledge into trochoidal gear pumps. However, we must highlight the work done by Kumar (Kumar
and Manonmani, 2010) that optimizes the design of the intake channel in a gerotor pump, not considering
the effects of cavitation in the suction line.
CFD models of normal gerotor pumps have been used to improve gerotor designs in many
engineering applications for the last decades. In 1997, Jiang and Perng (Jiang and Perng, 1997) created
the first full 3D transient CFD model for a gerotor pump and included a cavitation model. Their model
successfully predicted gerotor pump volumetric efficiency loses due to cavitation. Kini (Kini et al., 2005)
couples CFD simulation with a structural solver to determine deflection of the cover plate in the pump
assembly due to variation in internal pressure profiles during operation. Zhang (Zhang et al., 2006)
studies the effects of the inlet pressure, tip clearance, porting and the metering groove geometry on pump
flow performances and pressure ripples using CFD model. Natchimuthu (Natchimuthu et al., 2010) and
Ruvalcaba (Ruvalcaba et al. 2011) also uses CFD to analyze gerotor oil pump flow patterns. Jiang (Jiang
et al., 2008) creates a 3D CFD model for crescent pumps, a variation of gerotor pumps with a crescent
shaped island between the inner and outer gears.
Biernacki (Biernacki, 2009) analyses the mechanism of induction of stresses and deformations in
plastic cycloidal gears used in gerotor pumps using de finite element method and the commercial program
ABAQUS.
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Figure 1.3: Diagram of the State of the Art
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There it is observed that there are two parts in the mesh: the active part, where interteeth forces are
induced between the teeth of the internal and the external gear, and the passive part, where interteeth
forces do not occur. It is found that from the viewpoint of hydraulics, the condition of deformation is
more important than the condition of stresses. This is so because, by keeping the stresses lower than the
acceptable, it is at the same time possible to achieve deformations and clearances greater than the
extreme, which causes flaws in the pumping process, as well as lowering of the working pressure and
pump efficiency. In general, the gear deformations can be reduced in two ways: by applying a higherstrength plastic or by modifying the cycloidal gear set design.
Hsieh (Hsieh, 2011) conducts fluid and dynamics analyses using dynamic models that allow
continuous simulation of the fluid and stress variation during gerotor operation. Specifically, these
models examine how the motion of a gerotor pump whose outer tooth profile is formed by an epicycloid
and hypocycloid is affected by varying the tooth profile’s span angle; that is, the angle between the two
inflections points of a concave curve on the outer rotor. The method of curvature difference is also used to
show that when the outer rotors have the same volume, the sealing performance of the rotor profile
remains the same across various span angle designs. The fluid dynamics analysis, particularly, by
simulating fluid dynamics inside the pump using a commercial CFD package (PumpLinx) and illustrating
the effect of three distinct span angle designs on gerotor performance and motion, should provide
valuable guidance for improving pump performance. This analysis, however, neglects the leakage path
between the high and low pressure pumping chambers.
Ruvalcaba (Ruvalcaba et al., 2011) develops a three-dimensional CFD methodology to predict the
flow performance and pump flow deficiency exhibited in gerotor pumps at different operations
conditions. It is shown that cavitation has not a significant influence in the pump flow deficiency, and that
tip-to-tip clearance has a critical impact on flow deficiency: imperative attention must be displayed
towards the manufacturing tolerances of the gerotor pump.
Choi (Choi et al., 2012) developes an automated program for designing a gerotor and suggested
that the tip width of the inner rotor be controlled by inserting a circular-arc curve between the
hypocycloid and epicycloid curves. Such insertion eliminates any upper limit on the eccentricity. Choi
and colleagues also use a commercial computational fluid dynamics model to calculate flow rate and flow
rate irregularity.
Ding (Ding et al., 2012) describes a full 3D transient CFD model for an orbital gerotor motor. A
moving/deforming mesh algorithm was introduced and implemented in the commercial CFD software
package PumpLinx. It does not account the mechanical and friction loses.
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Vacca and his team (Devendran and Vacca, 2013) use a CFD model as a part of the simulation tool
HYGESim for the evaluation of leakage flow in the lubricating gap at gears’ lateral sides and calculation
of thrust forces.
To address the contact problem in a gerotor pump, Gamez-Montero (Gamez-Montero et al., 2003
and 2006) uses a finite element model to calculate the normal maximum contact stress and then compared
this method to an experimental prototype model that uses photoelasticity measurement techniques. In
other work (Gamez-Montero et al., 2009), they also develop the GeroLAB package to calculate a
trochoidal gear pump, contact stresses, and volumetric characteristics. Later, they add minimum clearance
and relief groove effective port area modules to the GeroLAB structured methodology, which helps
designers enhance the efficiency of a gerotor pump (Gamez-Montero et al., 2012).
In relation to the experimental part, since it is virtually impossible to measure accurately and
directly the flow ripple generated by a pump, it should be used indirect measurements. That is
measurements of pressure pulses, and estimate the flow ripple with the help of an algorithm. Edge (Edge
and Johnston, 1990) proposes a methodology for the calculation algorithm of flow ripple. Nevertheless,
these pressure pulses generated by the pump have an interaction also with its own installation. As a
consequence, the study of the same pump in different installation could lead to very different pressure
pulsations. Named Secondary Source Method, this test method for measuring the source flow ripple and
source impedance is based on the analysis of the wave propagation characteristics in a circuit which
includes the pump under test and an additional source of fluid-borne noise.
Regarding the flow visualization techniques applied in gerotor pumps, only one reference has been
found (in Japanese). Itoh (Itoh, 2005) carries out a study of the flow structure and the volumetric
efficiency using light-reflecting tracer particles in a transparent model of the pump of external dimensions
of 76.8mm and a maximum rotating velocity of 31 rpm. And particularly about Particle Image
Velocimetry, developed in the present project, there is not documented work of this procedure applied to
trochoidal gear pumps.
Analysing the aforementioned documentation, and according to the author’s knowledge, there is a
lack of documented work on modelling and simulation tools to improve the design parameters that
maximize the specific flow rate and minimize the flow rate irregularity in a gerotor pump.
Dynamical simulation models are very useful to study the response of the pump under different
operation conditions, at low computational cost and without the requirement of a large amount of
information to be configured by the designer. Its main disadvantage is that they include simplifications
that distance them of the real behaviour of the pump. The intricate aspects of the pumping process of a
gerotor pump make computational fluid dynamics the appropriate tool for modelling and simulation to
provide insights into its flow characteristics. This information could be used in order to complement the
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dynamical modelization, trying to approximate them to a more realistic description of the pump’s
response.
One aspect that is not already resolved is the complete leakage model that properly describes the
real behaviour of the pump. Motivated by this fact, this thesis presents a CFD three-dimensional planned
to accomplish this objective of clarifying how leakage flow affects the response of the pump. As a
consequence, the model includes tolerances between the different pieces that integrate the gerotor pump,
and studies the influence of the contact points in the response of the pump.
From the point of view of the experimental study of the gerotor pump, it is virtually impossible to
measure accurately and directly the flow ripple generated by the pump, and indirect measures are used in
order to characterize its instantaneous flow. That is measurements of pressure pulses, and estimate the
flow ripple with the help of an algorithm. The only actual method to validate a new design of trochoidal
gear pump is to perform a test in normal operating conditions of the real pump. According to the
documented work, there is not an existing procedure to obtain the flow ripple generated by the pump in a
directly and accurate measure. Regarding the flow visualization techniques applied to gerotor pumps,
only one reference has been found (Itoh, 2005), at low operating rotary velocity, and it does not report
values of the flow generated by the pump. And, particularly about Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV),
there is not documented work of this procedure applied to trochoidal gear pumps.
According to the author’s knowledge, PIV constitutes a suitable tool for the study of the fluid-dynamic
behaviour of a real gerotor pump. For instance, it can be give information about the flow ripple of the
pump, or even the three-dimensional velocity field could be analysed in the suction and discharge the port
areas. The experimental study by means of PIV could give further and accurate information of the fluiddynamic real behaviour of the fluid inside the pump.
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2.1 Introduction to the Analytical Approach
As seen in previous chapter, the existing software and methodologies do not address the design of
gerotor pumps considering both the minimization of flow irregularity and the maximization of the
volumetric efficiency. GeroLAB Package system is a tool that integrates these two approaches and in the
present thesis it is complemented by the addition of two new modules that improve its performance.
Dynamical simulation models are very useful to study the response of the pump under different
operation conditions, at low computational cost and without require a large amount of information to be
configured by the designer. In the present thesis, the dynamical simulation of the mechanism is conducted
by means of a BondGraph model, and its equations are integrated in the 20-sim software.
BondGraph is an explicit graphical technique for representing physical systems, first presented by
H.M.Paynter in 1959, and since then many researchers have further developed it. The BondGraph
technique considers the energy flow, being ideal for simulating the pump as it evaluates instantaneously
the temporal evolution of the product pressure-flow. This type of modelization allows adding complexity
to the system progressively, by the incorporation of new elements and it eases the physical interpretation
of each element. It is possible to start with a very simple modelization of the reality, and gradually
complete it until the model is as accurate as desired.

2.2 GeroLAB Package
GeroLAB Package System was created in 2008, by the LABSON research group, at Department of
Fluid Mechanics of the Technical University of Catalonia. It was published in the “Journal of Mechanical
Design” in 2009, presenting an example of the creation of a real gerotor pump (Gamez-Montero, P.J.,
2009).
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It is an integrated package system, which is composed of three basic modules: design, volumetric
characteristics and contact stress module. As a result, by consecutively following each module, this new
tool allows to find the better gear set for the concrete initial required design parameters. This software
aims to lead the designer to a better design by improving performance indexes of a new gerotor pump
project.
In the present work two new modules of the GeroLAB Package are added: Minimum Clearance
Module and Effective Port Areas Module. The first one is the teeth clearance related to leakage
phenomenon and the second one models sharp edges with relief groove effective port area plate, which
are related to flow performance.

Figure 2.1: Structure of the GeroLAB Package

This new modules, like the previous ones, are programmed in Scilab (Scilab, 2012). It is an open
software that uses a numerically oriented programming language, largely based on the MATLAB
language.
The study of the effective port areas is a very important point to study in gerotor pump design, as
these areas have a direct influence on the overall performance of the pump. The instantaneous flow rate is
influenced by the change in volume of the chambers, which in turn depends on the geometry of the port
areas. Modifying the geometry of the area that connects each chamber with the suction or discharge zone,
it is possible to reduce the flow rate irregularity, improving thereby the performance of the gerotor pump.

2.3 Minimum Clearance Module
Minimum clearance module is the first module that takes into account real effects of manufacturing
tolerance. The geometrical parameters in reference position for the analysis of this effect that a designer
knows of the pump application are shown in Figure 2.2.
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a)

b)

Figure 2.2: Minimum clearance parameters. a) In reference position. b) Example of input parameters to minimum
clearance module.

Figure 2.3: Graphic window of minimum clearance history for PZ9e285 gear set by using constant delayed contact
angle (constant d.c.a) and variable delayed contact angle (variable d.c.a)

The module follows the methodology of the teeth clearance approach and plots the minimum
clearance history (the progression of the minimum distance between the outer and the inner teeth from the
reference position of the gear) for a complete rotation of the outer gear. Furthermore, all items of data of
interest are saved in a text file. By observing the minimum clearance history in Figure 2.3, when the
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delayed contact angle history is taken as variable, the contact is found in an angle of 2π/Z, where Z is the
number of teeth of the outer gear wheel. The minimum clearance sets a value of zero (contact) between
angles 213 deg and 253 deg. However, when it is taken as constant, the contact is found at an angle of
π/Z: the minimum clearance sets a value of zero between angles 222 deg and 242 deg. Consequently, no
contact would establish in half of the complete rotation of the gear set and virtual dynamic effects would
appear. In conclusion, the delayed contact angle becomes very important in order to evaluate the
minimum clearance history.
The module also calculates and plots the radius of curvature of the inner gear which is necessary to
evaluate the section history of the teeth clearance passageway that leads to define the leakage flow
through the trochoidal profiles.

2.4 Effective Port Areas Module
2.4.1

Specific Zones and Fluid Circulation Boundaries
At a certain angle of the complete rotation of the gear assembly, the variation in the volume of

chambers creates a suction area while in another certain angle it creates a discharge area. The change in
volume of the sealed chambers can be studied in four areas in a complete rotation of the gear, called
specific areas of fluid (Figure 2.4).
Suction zone. In this zone, sealed chambers increase its area as the position of contact points
varies due to rotation of the gear assembly. This increase in its area, and hence its volume, creates a
depression that produces the input of the working fluid into the chamber, filling chambers.
Discharge zone. In this zone, sealed chambers decrease its area as the position of contact points
varies due to rotation of the gear assembly. This decrease in its area, and hence its volume, results in a
volumetric displacement of fluid, emptying chambers.
Maximum area zone. In this area, chambers reach their maximum surface generated by the
position of the contact points in the rotation of the gear assembly. When the position of maximum area is
reached, and because of the position of the ports, there is no suction or discharge of the working fluid, and
the chamber remains completely isolated.
Minimum area zone. In this area, chambers reach their minimum surface generated by the position
of the contact points in the rotation of the gear assembly. When the position of minimum area is reached,
and because of the position of the ports, there is no suction or discharge or working fluid remaining the
chamber completely isolated.
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minimum area zone
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recirculation via
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Figure 2.4: Specific zones and fluid circulation boundaries.

The four specific areas of fluid are theoretically defined by the geometry and kinematics of the gear
assembly. Constructively, the four areas are affected by the grooves and cavities mechanized in the pump
housing. These grooves and cavities are part of the collectors of the suction and discharge areas.
On the one hand, the suction area is formed by a groove mechanized on the housing, having such a
geometry that connects all cameras that at this particular time are among the areas of minimum and
maximum area. On the other hand, the discharge side is formed by a groove machined on the housing,
having such a geometry that connects all cameras that at this particular time are among the areas of
maximum and minimum area. The filling and emptying of the chambers is carried out through the
grooves mechanized into the case.
The geometric definition of the four zones is determined by four boundaries, called fluid
circulation boundaries, marked by the two contact points of maximum area and the two contact points of
minimum area in a full rotation of gear assembly. For the better understanding of its operation it will be
based on the maximum area chamber, which is isolated between the suction and discharge areas (Figure
2.4). The contact points that make the chamber watertight at its maximum area called P1 for the one that
isolates the chamber of the suction zone and P2 for which isolates the chamber from the discharge side.
Fluid circulation boundaries are defined as following:
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Discharge Start Boundary, ii. At this point, the chamber starts to be exposed to the discharge side
so that its area is located between the discharge side and the maximum area zone. It creates a restricted
flow section for the emptying of the chamber due to the discharge start boundary.
Discharge End Boundary, fi. When the contact point P2 crosses this boundary, the chamber starts
being exposed between the discharge and minimum area zones. It creates a restricted flow section for the
emptying of the chamber due to the discharge end boundary.
Suction Start Boundary, ia. When the contact point P2 crosses this boundary, the chamber starts
being exposed between the suction and discharge zones. It creates a restricted flow section for the filling
of the chamber due to the suction start boundary.
Suction End Boundary, fa. At this point, the chamber starts being exposed between the suction
and maximum area zones. It creates a restricted flow section for the filling of the chamber due to the
suction end boundary.
2.4.2

Analytical Expressions
The present section shows only the final expressions for the calculation of the effective port areas,

and deductions are omitted up to this point. Table 2.1 shows all variables used in the expressions of this
section, some of them represented in (2.2) and (2.1).

discharge zone

!! = 10º

!! = 30º
suction zone

suction zone

!! = 0º

Figure 2.5: Example of discharge port area and its evolution for a chamber
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The calculated area corresponds to the area to which a chamber is exposed, to the suction or
discharge zone, as it stands. That is, the evolution of the area that is calculated is not the total of each
chamber, but that corresponds to the portion that is exposed to each of the discharge or suction zones.
This corresponds to the passage through which fluid will pass to enter or exit each chamber and it is
represented in Figure 2.5
The following expressions describe the variation of the area in the suction and discharge zones,
respectively.
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Variation of the suction zone area.

!!" !!"!

Variation of the discharge zone area.

!! !!"!

Contact angle of the point P1 on the x-axis of X-Y absolute reference system centered on O2.

!! !!"!

Contact angle of the point P2 on the x-axis of X-Y absolute reference system centered on O2.

!!! !!" = !!!

Zone angle formed between the contact point Pii and the X axis of X-Y absolute reference system
centered on O2.

!!" !!" = !!"

Zone angle formed between the contact point Pii and the X axis of X-Y absolute reference system
centered on O2.

!!" !!" = !!"

Zone angle formed between the contact point Pfa and the X axis of X-Y absolute reference system
centered on O2.

!!" !!" = !!"

Zone angle formed between the contact point Pfi and the X axis of X-Y absolute reference system
centered on O2.
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!!

Angle for the contact points of the profile of the external gear wheel, for a generic rotation angle of
the internal gear wheel

!!

Angle for the contact points of the profile of the internal gear wheel, for a generic rotation angle of
the internal gear wheel.

!!

Radius vector that sweeps the area between the contact points P1 and P2 depending on the angle ! in
the profile of external gear wheel.

!!

Radius vector that sweeps the area between the contact points P1 and P2 depending on the angle ! in
the profile of internal gear wheel.

!! and !!

Contact points that seal chamber at its maximum area position, where !! seals the chamber from the
suction zone and !! seals it from the discharge zone.

!!"! and !!"!

Angles of the singular points that are centers of circular arcs to evaluate the contact points !! and !!
!!
relative to the x-axis of X-Y absolute reference system centered on O2, where !!"! = !!"! +
!

!!"! = !!! /
!!"! = !!!

Angle for the calculation of the zone contact point !!! for the contact points !! and !! respectively,
!!
where !!"!!!!! = !!"!!!!! − ∆!!" = !!"!!!!! −

!!"! = !!" /
!!"! = !!"

Angle for the calculation of the zone contact point !!" for the contact points !! and !! respectively,

!!"! = !!" /
!!"! = !!"

Angle for the calculation of the zone contact point !!" for the contact points !! and !! respectively,
!!
where !!"!!!!" = !!"!!!!" − ∆!!" = !!"!!!!" −

!!"! = !!" /
!!"! = !!"

Angle for the calculation of the zone contact point !!" for the contact points !! and !! respectively,

!

where !!"!!!!" = !!"!!!!" − ∆!!" = !!"!!!!" −

!!
!

!

where !!"!!!!" = !!"!!!!" − ∆!!" = !!"!!!!" −

!!
!

Table 2.1: List of variables used for the calculation of the port areas.

Minimum area zone

Discharge zone

Suction zone

Maximum area zone

Figure 2.6: Geometrical variables for the port areas calculation.
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2.4.3

Studied port area geometries
The original geometry of the gerotor pump is shown in Figure 2.7, where !!" !and !!" are 5.9 mm.

Different geometries have been simulated, varying some of the parameters related with suction and
discharge zones. Groove distances (situated by the minimum area zone) remain constant in this study.
Some extra parameters are added, in order to vary the geometry in the fluid circulation boundaries fa and
ii. They can be seen in Figure 2.8: the shape of port area grooves changes from the original to the new
one, marked in blue. By modifying the groove angles and the variables the different new geometries are
obtained.
yia

yfi
X

discharge zone
O1

internal gear wheel center
center of housing and cover

Y

O2

suction zone

15

.00

°

δ rii
δ ii
δ rfa
15.00°

27

δ fa

.43

°

15.95°

X

Figure 2.7: Groove angles for the original gerotor pump.

!!

Center of the internal gear wheel.

!!

Center of the external gear wheel.

!-!

Absolute reference coordinate system centered in !! .

!!"

Groove distance formed by the perpendicular distance between parallel lines of fluid
circulation boundary ‘ia’ centered on !! and the !-axis of the absolute reference coordinate
system !-! centered on !! .
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!!"

Groove distance formed by the perpendicular distance between parallel lines of fluid
circulation boundary ‘fi’ centered on !! and the !-axis of the absolute reference coordinate
system !-! centered on !! .

!!"#

Groove angle defined between the fluid circulation boundary ‘fa’ centered on !! and the end
of the newe groove geometry.

!!""

Groove angle defined between the fluid circulation boundary ‘ii’ centered on !! and the end
of the newe groove geometry.

!!"

Groove angle defined between the fluid circulation boundary ‘fa’ centered on !! and the!!axis of the absolute reference coordinate system !-! centered on !! .

!!!

Groove angle defined between the fluid circulation boundary ‘ii’ centered on !! and the!!axis of the absolute reference coordinate system !-! centered on !! .

Table 2.2: Variables used for the generation of a new port areas geometry

Table 2.3 shows the characteristics of the 13 different cases that have been studied, and the one that
is taken as a reference (case 0). Some of these geometries are represented in Figure 2.10. Note that the
groove angles !!! and !!" remain constant from case 1 to case 10, while they change in cases 12,13 and 14.
min
X

Pia

Pfi
fi

ia

O1

Y

O2

2π−χia

R ii
G

χfi

c1,rii c2,rii

rii

2

c1,rfa

rfa

fa

ii
a1,rii

c2,rfa

a2,rii
Pfa

a2,rfa

a1,rfa

Pii
χrii

χii

2π−χfa
X

Figure 2.8: Variables used for the generation of a new port areas geometry
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!!!
[deg]

!!"
[deg]

!!""
[deg]

!!"#
[deg]

a1_ii
[mm]

a2_ii
[mm]

c1_rii
[mm]

c2_rii
[mm]

a1_fa
[mm]

a2_fa
[mm]

c1_rfa
[mm]

c2_rfa
[mm]

Case 0

27.43

15.95

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Case 1

27.43

15.95

20

20

0

0

2.5

2.5

0

0

2.5

2.5

Case 2

27.43

15.95

15

15

0

0

2.5

2.5

0

0

2.5

2.5

Case 3

27.43

15.95

10

10

0

0

2.5

2.5

0

0

2.5

2.5

Case 4

27.43

15.95

5

5

0

0

2.5

2.5

0

0

2.5

2.5

Case 5

27.43

15.95

15

15

0.6

5.5

0.6

5.5

0.6

5.5

0.6

5.5

Case 6

27.43

15.95

15

15

5.5

0.6

5.5

0.6

5.5

0.6

5.5

0.6

Case 7

27.43

15.95

15

15

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Case 8

27.43

15.95

15

15

0

0

2.5

2.5

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.6

Case 9

27.43

15.95

15

15

0.5

1

1

1.5

0.5

1

1

1.5

Case 10

27.43

15.95

15

15

5.5

5.5

5.5

5.5

5.5

5.5

5.5

5.5

Case 11

22.50

15.95

19.93

15

0

0

2.5

2.5

0

0

2.5

2.5

Case 12

15.00

15.95

27.43

15

0

0

2.5

2.5

0

0

2.5

2.5

Case 13

27.43

10.95

15

20

0

0

2.5

2.5

0

0

2.5

2.5

Table 2.3: Main parameters od the studied geometries. Case 0 corresponds with the original gerotor geometry.

This new Effective Port Areas Module, requires some initial geometric parameters that can be seen
in Figure 2.11. Some of these parameters, required on the first windows, are also needed in the previous
modules of GeroLAB. The effective port area for suction and discharge zones is plotted, as shown in
Figure 2.9. The module provides the values of the effective port areas in mm2, depending on the angle of
rotation of the outer gear in degrees.

Figure 2.9: Graphic windows of calculated effective port areas
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 2.10: Examples of geometry of the port areas. a) Case 0 (original geometry). b) Case 1. c) Case 7. d) Case 8.

Figure 2.11: Input parameters windows in Effective Port Areas module
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2.5 Dynamical Simulation
The present section shows only the final model for the simulation of dynamic performance of the
trochoidal gear pump, and describes briefly the main parts of the BondGraph model. A detailed
description of the complete model can be found in Gamez-Montero (Gamez-Montero et al., 2007).
The BondGraph simulation model consists of submodels for each of the chambers, interconnected.
For each of these chambers, the volume variation is modeled for a full rotation of the outer wheel from
the reference position (Figure 2.12). Next step is modeling the interactions of the volume variation of
each chamber with the specific fluid zones and de fluid circulation boundaries. To complete the
simulation model, the assembly and connection of the submodels of each chamber with each other are
created.

Figure 2.12: Position of reference for the study of volume and its variation

Figure 2.14 shows the complete BondGraph simulation model including the submodels of all
chambers of the trochoidal gear pump, while Figure 2.13 describes the simulation submodel of a
chamber. As indicated in Figure 2.13, in the different cases that have been studied vary the two functions
related with the port areas. Once that the two functions have been calculated using the area GeroLAB
module, these results are entered into the BondGraph to simulate the behaviour of the pump and get the
flow rate.
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To introduce the results of the port area profiles generated by GeroLAB, they have to be
approximated by two piecewise functions: one for the discharge area and the other for the suction area.
This step should be done in order to reduce the calculation time in BondGraph: if this data is directly
introduced in the simulation (using a ‘.txt’ file) it takes much more time to calculate the flow rate.
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Figure 2.13: Submodel for the BondGraph simulation of a chamber
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Figure 2.14: Complete BondGraph simulation model for the trochoidal gear pump
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2.6 Results of the Dynamical Simulation
This section summarizes the most relevant results that have been achieved through BondGraph
simulations and thanks to the created module for GeroLAB, Effective Port Areas.
The effective port areas are calculated by the GeroLAB new module for each one of the simulated
geometries. Figure 2.15 shows how discharge and suction areas are distributed for a complete rotation of
the gearing, where the rotation angle of the external gear is plotted in the horizontal axis. This graph
shows the evolution of the areas for each chamber between two teeth. When used in the BondGraph
simulation, this profile is entered in each chamber’s submodel.

Discharge area

1.2

Suction area

Effective Port Areas [cm2]

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

0

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

Angle [º]

Figure 2.15: Discharge and suction effective port areas for a whole rotation.

Figure 2.16 shows the effective port area calculated for geometries from 1 to 4. Note that the only
differences between geometry from cases 1 to 4 are the angles !!"# and !!"" , as these variables decrease
its value in 5º from case to case. As can be seen, this reduction of angle produces a displacement of the
maximum value in the effective port areas and also an increase in the maximum values of discharge and
suction areas. As shown in Figure 2.17 this change in the port areas makes no significant difference
between the flow ripple of these four cases.
Although at first sight it may seem that there is no significant difference between the effective port
areas of case 2 and 13 due to the change of !!"# , Figure 2.19 shows the detail of the zone where areas are
different. This slight change in the area produces a deviation in the first local minimum value of the flow
ripple, as shown in Figure 2.20.
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Case 1
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Figure 2.16: Effective port areas for cases 1, 2, 3 and 4.
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Figure 2.17: BondGraph flow ripple for cases 1, 2, 3 and 4.
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Figure 2.18: Effective port areas for cases 2 and 13.
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Figure 2.19: Detail of the effective port areas for cases 2 and 13.
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Figure 2.20: BondGraph flow ripple for cases 2 and 13.

Irregularity flow
index [%]

Relative irregularity
flow index [%]

Case 0

8.5

0.0

Case 1

7.6

-10.6

Case 2

7.6

-10.6

Case 3

7.5

-11.8

Case 4

7.5

-11.8

Case 5

9.5

11.8

Case 6

9.9

16.5

Case 7

7.9

-7.1

Case 8

7.6

-10.6

Case 9

9.5

11.8

Case 10

8.4

-1.2

Case 11

8.5

0.0

Case 12

10.3

21.2

Case 13

7.6

-10.6

Table 2.4: Irregularity flow indices for the simulated geometries

In order to characterize the behaviour of the simulated cases, referring to the instant flow, some
relations between local maximums and minimums are used. On the one hand, the irregularity flow index
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is defined, as the difference between the maximum and minimum values of the flow ripple, related to its
average value. On the other hand, this irregularity index is expressed relative to its value at the reference
pump (case 0). The results are shown in Table 2.4. As can be seen, some of the studied modifications in
the port areas produce a significant quantitative reduction of the irregularity flow index that can be almost
about 12%.

2.7 Conclusions of the Analytical Approach
The present chapter presents two new modules for GeroLAB Package that have been programmed,
thus providing a new tool for the calculation of the minimum clearance history between trochoidal
profiles and the effective port areas in the gerotor pump.
Following, the dynamical response of the pump is studied, for a set of 13 different geometries, and
results of the instantaneous flow in the outlet pipe are presented. On the one hand, the variation of the
effective port areas is calculated for each geometry thanks to the Effective Port Areas Module of
GeroLAB package. On the other hand, the dynamical simulation of the flow ripple has been carried out
for all the studied cases through a BondGraph model including the aforementioned calculated areas,
making it more realistic.
Despite the fact that at first sight it may seem that there are no significant differences between the
different studied cases, we must highlight the importance of studying the port areas influence: it has been
observed that little variations in the port areas produce important differences in the flow ripple of the
pump. And that leads us to focus the future study on the parameters which produce reductions in the
irregularity of the flow, in order to achieve the optimum geometry for the port areas. Thanks to these
results, it is possible to establish constructive relations between the differences in design and the response
provided by the pump flow. Moreover, for the studied geometries in the present work, it has been seen
that some of them produce a significant quantitative reduction of the irregularity flow index that can be
almost about 12% (see Table 2.4).
As a final remark, the limitations of the BondGraph dynamical model have to be considered. Some
constants representing fluid-dynamic parameters are estimated, or are experimentally adjusted. One
example of these constants would be the discharge coefficient that is used to characterize the leakage flow
between trochoidal profiles, which is estimated as an average value of this coefficient for a similar
geometry.
According to the preceding limitations, it seems to be necessary to implement a methodology
complementary to the BondGraph technique, in order to calculate the fluid-dynamic parameters that are
used in the dynamical simulation. The aforesaid complementary methodology proposed in this thesis is
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Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). Nowadays, CFD is a very useful tool to provide details of the
fluid-dynamic behaviour on the insights of hydraulics machinery. It is a fact that CFD is present in most
mechanical designs of hydraulic machines, as it can provide details of the flow and pressure fields in the
inside of the hydraulic machines. Next chapter presents the numerical simulation models that would
accomplish the function of complementing the dynamical simulation, thus making it more accurate.
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3.1 Introduction to the Numerical Simulation
As seen in previous chapter, the BondGraph dynamical model has to be complemented with fluiddynamic parameters, in order to make the model more accurate. And it is a fact that nowadays
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is present in most mechanical designs of hydraulic machines.
As seen in Chapter 1, one aspect that is not already resolved is the leakage model that properly
describes the real behaviour of the pump. Motivated by this fact, the CFD three-dimensional model is
planned to accomplish this objective of clarifying how leakage flow affects the response of the pump. As
a consequence, the model includes tolerances between the different pieces that integrate the gerotor
pump, so the fluid-dynamic characteristics of its behaviour can be properly analysed.
For all the aforementioned reasons and according to the author’s knowledge, numerical simulation
by means of CFD is the suitable tool that can give details about the fluid-dynamic behaviour of the
gerotor pump, thus complementing the dynamical simulation model through BondGraph and allowing the
analysis of the leakage effects in the overall behaviour of the pump.
The present chapter introduces the proposed CFD model for the gerotor pump. Because the
instantaneous flow is rather dependent on the teeth contact, a new boundary condition of a virtual wall
has been developed, which allows simulation of the teeth contact in the interteeth radial clearances. This
new boundary condition is utilized in a three-dimensional model of the gerotor pump with mesh
deformation and remeshing at every time step by means of a home-made ad-hoc code named gearing
contact point.
The CFD simulations have been performed with the commercial code ANSYS FLUENT ™
12.0.16, which is based on the finite-volume method. The 3D modelling of the pump and its meshing
have been done with the GAMBIT software package, that is a meshing software of FLUENT.
In the following the theory and considerations related to the numerical simulations are described, in
addition to the selected numerical schemes and turbulence model. The mesh zones are described,
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including the details of the mesh deformation algorithm and its quality, and the grid independence study.
Special attention is paid to the Gearing Contact Point strategy, which reduces significantly the
computational cost of the simulations.

3.2 Numerical schemes
With the Finite-Volume Method (FVM), the balance equation of each physical magnitude is solved
in each discrete volume using an integral formulation. With respect to dynamic meshes, the integral form
of the conservation equation for a general scalar!!, on an arbitrary control volume!!, whose boundary is
moving, can be written as
!
!"
where

!"#$ +
!

!"

!" ! − !! · !! =

Γ∇! · !! +
!"

!

!! !"

(3.1)

! is the fluid density
! is the flow velocity vector
!! is the mesh velocity of the moving mesh
Γ is the diffusion coefficient
!! is the source term of !
!" is used to represent the boundary control of the control volume !

The time derivative term in equation (3.1) is calculated with a first-order implicit scheme, since this
is the only method that our software allows with dynamic mesh. It can be written as
!
!"

!"#$ =

!"#

!!!

− !"#
Δ!

!

!

(3.2)

where ! and ! + 1 denote the respective quantity at the current and next time level. The (! + 1)th
time level volume ! !!! is computed from
! !!! = ! ! +

!!
Δ!
!"

(3.3)

where !" !" is the volume time derivate of the control volume. In order to satisfy the mesh
conservation law, the volume time derivation of the control volume is computed from
!"
=
!"

38

!!
!"

!! · !! =

!!" · !!

(3.4)

!
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where !! is the number of faces on the control volume (!! = 6 in hexahedral structured meshes
and !! = 5 in triangular prism unstructured meshes) and !! is the j face area vector. The dot product
!!" · !! on each control volume is calculated from
!!" · !! =

!!!
Δ!

(3.5)

where !!! is the volume swept out by the control volume face j over the time step Δ!.
In the continuity equation, with ! = 1 (and both diffusive and source terms are null), a second
order upwind scheme has been chosen in order to discretize the convective term. For triangular and
hexahedral grids (used in the present study), since the flow is never aligned with the grid, the second
order discretization generally gives more accurate results than lower order schemes.
To solve the equations, a pressure-based coupled scheme is needed. From the available algorithms,
the Pressure-Implicit with Splitting of Operators (PISO) pressure-velocity coupling scheme is chosen, as
it is highly recommended in the software documentation for transient calculations on skewed meshes.
PISO is a variation of the semi-implicit method for pressure-linked equations (SIMPLE) algorithm, in
which the calculations are moved inside the solution stage of the pressure correction equation and then
the pressure correction gradients are recalculated and used to correct the mass flux.
The default coupling between neighbor and skewness corrections has been disabled, as it is more
expensive in computational terms, and it is recommended for meshes with a high degree of skewness (not
in the present case, more details are given in Mesh properties in the present chapter).
When using PISO neighbor correction, under-relaxation factors of 1.0 or near 1.0 are recommended
for all equations, as indicated in the software’s user manual. For most problems, it is not necessary to
disable the default coupling between neighbor and skewness corrections.
The momentum equations for each velocity component can be derived from the general transport
equation (3.1) by replacing the variable ! by u, v and w respectively. Every velocity component appears
in each momentum equation, and the velocity field must also satisfy the continuity equation.
Regarding to the spatial discretization, from the available methods to compute the gradients in
ANSYS FLUENT the Least Squares Cell-Based method has been chosen as on irregular (skewed and
distorted) unstructured meshes, the accuracy of the least squares gradient method is comparable to that of
the node-based gradient (and both are much more superior compared to the cell-based gradient).
However, it is less expensive to compute the least-squares gradient than the node-based gradient.
The spatial discretization of the momentum equations (! = !, ! = ! and ! = !) follows a high
order QUICK scheme, which is based on a weighted average of second-order-upwind and central
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interpolations of the variable. This scheme allows the calculation for a higher precision in the regions
with structured mesh and becomes identical to the second order upwind scheme in the rest of the
computational domain.
Furthermore, to discretize momentum equation, pressure values are needed on the control volume
faces. Standard pressure discretization interpolates the pressure on the faces using the cell center values.
On the other hand the pressure-staggered option PRESTO discretization for pressure actually calculates
pressure on the face. This is possible using staggered grids where velocity and pressure variables are not
"co-located". Figure 3.1 presents an example of unstructured staggered grid: pressure is defined in the
center of faces of cells (represented as points) and velocities are assigned in faces and perpendicular to the
them (for the coloured cell, see the lines representing velocities).

Figure 3.1: Example of an unstructured staggered grid.

PRESTO discretization gives more accurate results since interpolation errors and pressure gradient
assumptions on boundaries are avoided. Although PRESTO is more computationally costly, the pressurestaggered option was chosen since it has been reported to give better results for high pressure and velocity
gradients.

3.3 Turbulence modelling
Turbulent flows are characterized by fluctuating velocity fields, causing a fluctuation also in the
transport equations. Since these fluctuations are too computationally expensive to simulate directly in
most engineering calculations, the instantaneous governing equations can be time-averaged, ensembleaveraged, or otherwise manipulated to remove the resolution of small scales. Thus, the resulting set of
equations is computationally less expensive to solve. However, the modified equations contain additional
unknown variables, and turbulence models are needed to determine these variables in terms of known
quantities.
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In turbulence models for Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) the attention is focused on the
mean flow and the effects of turbulence on mean flow properties. Prior to the application of numerical
methods the Navier–Stokes equations are time averaged (or ensemble averaged in flows with timedependent boundary conditions). Extra terms appear in the time-averaged (or Reynolds- averaged) flow
equations due to the interactions between various turbulent fluctuations. These extra terms are modelled
with classical turbulence models: among the best known ones are the k–ε model and the Reynolds stress
model. The computing resources required for reasonably accurate flow computations are modest, so this
approach has been the mainstay of engineering flow calculations over the last three decades (Versteeg et
al., 2007).
The choice of turbulent model depends on considerations such as the physics comprised in the type
of flow, the level of accuracy required and the available computational resources, and the amount of time
available for the simulation. The simplest complete models of turbulence are the two-equation models in
which the solution of two separate transport equation allows the turbulent velocity and length scales to be
independently determined. From the available two-equation models in ANSYS FLUENT, the standard k!! has been chosen. Its main advantages are that it’s the simplest turbulence model for which only initial
and boundary conditions need to be supplied, it has an excellent performance for many industrially
relevant flows and it’s the most widely validated turbulence model.
The standard k-!! is a semi-empirical model based on model transport equations for the turbulent
kinetic energy (!) and its dissipation rate (ε), that are obtained from the following transport equations
(3.6) and (3.7):
!
!
!
!" +
!"!! =
!"
!!!
!!!

!
!
!
!" +
!"!! =
!"
!!!
!!!

!+

!! !"
+ !! + !! − !" − !! + !!
!! !!!

(3.6)

!! !"
!
!!
+ !!! !! + !!! !! − !!! ! + !!
!! !!!
!
!

(3.7)

!+

where !! represents the generation of turbulence kinetic energy due to the mean velocity gradients,
and !! is the generation of turbulent kinetic energy due to buoyancy (insignificant in the present study),
!! represents the contribution of the fluctuating dilatation in compressible turbulence to the overall
dissipation rate. !!! , !!! and !!! are constants, and !! and !! are the turbulent Prandtl numbers for ! and
!, respectively. !! and !! are user-defined source terms (not considered in the present simulations).
!! can be evaluated in a manner consistent with the Boussinesq hypothesis as in (3.9), as follows:
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!! = −!!!! !!!

!!!
!!!

!! = !! ! !

(3.8)
(3.9)

where ! is the modulus of the mean rate-of-strain tensor, and it is defined in (3.10), being the strain
rate tensor !!" defined in (3.11):
!≡
!!" =

2!!" !!"

1 !!! !!!
+
2 !!! !!!

(3.10)
(3.11)

The turbulent viscosity !! is computed as follows:
!! = !!!

!!
!

(3.12)

where !! is a constant, with a value of 0.09 for the standard k-!! model.
The model constants and the turbulent Prandtl numbers have been used as its default values. These
default values have been determined from experiments with air and water for fundamental shear flows
including homogeneous shear flows and decaying isotropic grid turbulence. They have been found to
work fairly well for a wide range of wall-bounded and free shear flows, as indicated by Versteeg
(Versteeg, 2007) and in the software’s manual. These default values are:
!!! = 1.44, !!! = 1.92, !! = 1.0, !! = 1.!

3.4 Convergence criteria
The numerical solution of a flow problem requires an iterative process. The final solution exactly
satisfies the discretized flow equations in the interior of the domain and the specified conditions on its
boundaries. If the iteration sequence is convergent the difference between the final solution of the coupled
set of discretized flow equations and the current solution after k iterations reduces as the number of
iterations increases. In practice, the available resources of computing power and time dictate that the
iteration sequence is truncated when the solution is sufficiently close to the final solution.
The convergence test in the iterative sequences involves specification of tolerances for the
normalized global residuals for mass, momentum and energy. An iteration sequence is automatically
truncated when all these residuals are smaller than their pre-set maximum value.
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There are several different ways of constructing practically useful truncation criteria in CFD, but
by far the most common one is based on so-called residuals. After discretization, the conservation
equation for a general variable ! at a cell ! can be written as
!! !! =

!!" !!" + !

(3.13)

!"

where !! is the center coefficient, !!" are the influence coefficients for the neighboring cells, and
! is the contribution of the constant part of the source term in ! = !! + !!" and of the boundary
conditions. The residual ! ! computed by ANSYS FLUENT’s pressure-based solver is the imbalance in
equation (3.13) summed over all the computational cells P. This is referred to as the scaled residual, and it
can be written as
!! =

!!" !!" + ! − !! !!

(3.14)

!"##$!! !"

In general, it is difficult to judge convergence by examining the residuals defined by equation
(3.14) since no scaling is employed. ANSYS FLUENT scales the residual using a scaling factor
representative of the flow rate of ! through the domain. This scaled residual is defined as
!! =

!"#!"!!

!" !!" !!"
!"##$!!

+ ! − !! !!
!! !!

(3.15)

The scaled residuals described above are useful indicators of solution convergence, as indicated by
the software documentation. In our case, the simulation will be considered converged when the scaled
residuals of each equation drop below 10-3 in all time steps of the gearing cycle.

3.5 Simulation of the tooth contact in the interteeth clearance
In order to model the manufacturing tolerance between the inner and outer gears, the internal
diameter of the outer gear is increased and, as a consequence, the two trochoidal profiles do not share any
contact point.
The solid contact point between trochoidal gears has been simulated using a leakage model based
on the strategy developed in Gamez-Montero (Gamez-Montero et al., 2011), named viscous wall cell. The
strategy involves, first, finding the Z interteeth radial clearances with the minimum size. For every time
step, the wall cell that corresponds to the minimum distance between each pair of inner-outer gear teeth is
searched through the mesh located at each interteeth radial clearance. Once it is located, it is labelled the
contact wall cell. Finally, the model enforces a high viscosity to each contact wall cell and, as a result, a
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virtual wall is created as a solid-solid boundary condition. To avoid numerical problems related to strong
gradients, the cells within a small area around this position (within a radius dmax) are also identified and a
linear distribution of the viscosity is imposed in these cells, with the objective of gradually return the
viscosity to its normal value, !!"# . This linear distribution is as follows

!! = !!"# −

!!"# − !!"#
!
!!"#

(3.16)

where !! is the viscosity in a cell marked as contact wall cell, !!"# is the high value of viscosity
used to simulate the solid-solid boundary condition, !!"# is the normal viscosity of the fluid, !!"# is the
radius of the zones containing the marked cells and ! is the distance between a marked cell’s centroid and
the theoretical contact point.
This boundary condition is applied at every time step by means of a home-made ad-hoc code
programmed in C++. The algorithm of the code is integrated in the CFD solver as a user-defined function
(UDF) which is not included in the ANSYS FLUENT standard version. The viscous wall-cell strategy is
shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Teeth contact simulation by using the viscous wall-cell strategy: (a) Z interteeth clearances and no
contact points; (b) 3D Z contact points and no interteeth clearances.

In the present work, this UDF used to calculate the contact points has been improved, in terms of
calculation efficiency. A new strategy has been created, named gearing contact point. The main
contribution has been the inclusion of the theoretical calculation of the contact points before searching in
the domain of the fluid. The analytical coordinates of the contact points are calculated, for each angle of
rotation of the gearing, which allow the calculation of the analytical contact angle, at each time step. By
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including this modification, the UDF reduces the number of cells in which it searches for the contact
points, as it has been introduced a restriction in the domain that forces the simulation to search only in the
nearby cells corresponding to the coordinates of the contact point.
This means that the function is only searching in the faces around the theoretical contact point. It
can search as close to the theoretical contact point as we define in the code, by means of an angular
tolerance (±!") included in the algorithm. The only condition that has to be considered to define !" is
that it has to be able to contain the minimum number of cells where we want to impose the linear
distribution of viscosity.
Another improvement introduced thanks to the gearing contact point strategy is that it is no
necessary searching in all the faces of outer and inner profiles, so reducing strongly the calculation time
of the simulations. Once that a cell of the outer profile is located inside the neighbouring of the theoretical
contact point it is labelled as contact wall cell. Finally, of all these marked cells, the model enforces a
high viscosity to each contact wall cell and, as a result, a virtual wall is created as a solid-solid boundary
condition.
120

Calculation time [h]

100

98 hours

80

55 hours

60

40

20

0

Viscous wall cell

Gearing contact point

Figure 3.3: Calculation time of the two contact point strategies

The pseudo-code of the original algorithm and the modified one are presented in Figure 3.4. The
comparative between the time of calculation of the original strategy viscous wall cell, and the improved
methodology gearing contact point can be seen in Figure 3.3. The represented time (expressed in hours)
corresponds to a calculation of a laminar case, with a time step of 3 · 10!! !, performed with an Intel®
Pentium® Dual CPU E2200 @ 2.20GHz x 2 with a RAM memory of 1.9 GiB. As it can be seen, the
reduction of calculation time is about the 40% comparing gearing contact point and viscous wall-cell
strategies.
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Figure 3.4: Pseudo-code of the viscous wall-cell strategy (left) and gearing contact point strategy (right)
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3.6 Mesh properties
3.6.1

Mesh zones
The computational domain of the fluid is divided into three main zones: port areas zone, gearing

zone and base zone. A general view the domain can be seen in Figure 3.5: for a more clear visualization
of the whole domain, only the outlines have been drawn, and the cells of these zones are not shown. As
all of this zones are extrudable geometries, the 2.5D meshing technique is used, which is essentially an
extrusion of a 2D mesh along the normal axis of the dynamic zone. This technique requires less time than
regular volumetric meshing for the equivalent volume.
b)

a)

c)

d)

Figure 3.5: Computational domain zones: a) Isometric, b) Back, c) Front and d) Left.
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a)

Suction
port area

b)

Suction tube

Discharge tube

Discharge
port area

Figure 3.6: Port areas zone: a) General view and b) Detailed mesh including discharge tube and port area.

a)

Outer gear
profile

b)

Inner gear
profile

Figure 3.7: Gearing zone: a) General view and b) Detailed mesh of a chamber.
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The geometry of the port area zone has been meshed through hexahedral structured stationary
mesh. It includes the suction and discharge port area zones, and the suction and discharge tubes. It is
shown in Figure 3.6.
The gearing zone is located between the inner gear and the outer gear profiles. In order to mesh this
region, the outer gear has to be scaled and, as a consequence, no contact between the inner gear and the
outer gear profiles is established and the mesh can be created. This zone is a triangular prism unstructured
deforming mesh, and the complete zone and the detailed mesh of a chamber can be seen in Figure 3.7.
The base zone geometry includes de radial clearance between the outer gear and the housing of the
pump. It has been meshed through hexahedral structured stationary mesh (see Figure 3.8).

b)
a)

c)

d)

Figure 3.8: Base zone: a) General view of the lower area, b) Detailed mesh of the lower area, c) General view of the
upper area and d) Detailed mesh of the upper area.

3.6.2

Mesh deformation algorithm
The simulations have been carried out through a dynamic mesh, which is deformed and locally

reconstructed, allowing considerable mesh quality to the computation time. The inner gear is rotated
counterclockwise and, consequently, the outer gear rotates counterclockwise, albeit slightly more slowly
with the angular velocity ratio (Z-1)/Z, being Z the number of teeth of the outer gear. In order to update
the volume mesh in the deforming regions subject to the motion defined at the boundaries, the Spring-
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Based Smoothing Method has been used, as employed in a similar geometry of gerotor pump in GamezMontero et al., 2011.
In the spring-based smoothing method, the edges between any two mesh nodes are idealized as a
network of interconnected springs. The initial spacings of the edges before any boundary motion
constitute the equilibrium state of the mesh. A displacement at a given boundary node will generate a
force proportional to the displacement along all the springs connected to the node. Using Hook’s Law, the
force on a mesh node can be written as
!!

!! =

!!" ∆!! − ∆!!

(3.17)

!

Where ∆!! and ∆!! are the displacements of node i and its neighbour j, !! is the number of
neighboring nodes connected to node i, and !!" is the spring constant (or stiffness) between node i and its
neighbour j. The spring constant for the edge connecting nodes i and j is defined as
!!" =

1
(3.18)

!! − !!

At equilibrium, the net force on a node due to all the springs connected to the node must be zero.
This condition results in an iterative equation such that
∆!!

!!!

=

!
!!
! !!" ∆!!
!!
! !!"

(3.19)

Since displacements are known at the boundaries (after boundary node positions have been
updated), equation (3.19) is solved using a Jacobi sweep on all interior nodes. At convergence, the
positions are updated such that
!!

!!!

!

= !! + ∆!!

!,!"#$%&'%(

(3.20)

where n+1 and n are used to denote the positions at the next time step and the current time step,
respectively.

a)

b)

Figure 3.9: Spring-based smoothing on interior nodes. a) Start. b) End. Adapted from ANSYS FLUENT’s Theory
Guide
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The spring constant factor (defined in FLUENT) can be adjusted between 0 and 1. A value of 0
indicates that there is no damping on the springs, and boundary node displacements have more influence
on the motion of the interior of nodes. A value of 1 imposes the default level of damping on the interior
node displacements as determined by solving related equation. In our particular case the spring constant
that appears in equation (3.17) is taken as !!" =1.
The effect of the spring-based smoothing method is illustrated in Figure 3.9.
As our model contains deforming boundary zone, we use the boundary node relaxation to control
how the node positions on the deforming boundaries are updated. On deforming boundaries, the node
positions are updated such that
!!

!!!

!

= !! + !∆!!"#$%!

!,!"#$%&'%(

(3.21)

where ! is the boundary node relaxation. A value of 0 prevents deforming boundary nodes from
moving (equivalent to turning off smoothing on deforming boundary zones) and a value of 1 indicates no
under-relaxation. We have set its value to 0.75.
The solution of equation (3.19) can be controlled using the values of Convergence Tolerance and
Number of Iterations. ANSYS FLUENT solves equation (3.19) iteratively during each time step until one
of the following criteria is met:
•

The specified number of iterations has been performed

•

The solution is converged for that time step:
∆!!"#

!

∆!!"#

!

< !"#$%&'%#!%!!"#$%&'($

(3.22)

!

where ∆!!"# is the interior and deforming nodes RMS displacement at the first iteration.
In the present work the convergence tolerance has been taken as 0.001 and the number of iterations
have been set to 150.
When the boundary displacement is large compared to the local cell sizes, the cell quality can
deteriorate or the cells can become degenerate. This will invalidate the mesh and consequently will lead
to convergence problems when the solution is updated the next time step.
To circumvent this problem, ANSYS FLUENT agglomerates cells that violate the skewness or size
criteria and locally remeshes the agglomerated cells or faces. If the new cells or faces satisfy the skewness
criterion, the mesh is locally updated with the new cells (with the solution interpolated from the old cells).
Otherwise, the new cells are discarded.
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ANSYS FLUENT includes several remeshing methods that include local remeshing, local face
remeshing, face region remeshing, and 2.5D surface remeshing. Using the local remeshing method,
ANSYS FLUENT marks cells based on cell skewness and minimum and maximum length scales as well
as an optional sizing function. From the available remeshing methods, it has been chosen the 2.5D
Surface Remeshing Method, as it is the one that fits with the 2.5D technique that has been used. Faces on
a deforming boundary are marked for remeshing based on face skewness (set to 0.6), minimum and
maximum length scale (set to 0.0001 and 0.0008, respectively) and an optional sizing function. If the
faces are expanding, they are allowed to expand until the maximum length scale is reached. Otherwise, if
the faces are contracting, they are allowed to contract until the minimum length scale is reached.
An example of mesh deformation and local remeshing is shown in Figure 3.10, for the gearing
zone, using spring-based deformation algorithm and the 2.5D surface remeshing method. It can be seen
the evolution between two consecutives time steps.

Figure 3.10: Mesh deformation and local remeshing for gearing mesh zone, between 2 time steps.

3.6.3

Mesh quality analysis and grid independence study
The deformation of the mesh is qualitatively defined with the equivolume skewness of a cell,

defined as:
!" =

!! !!!
!
!!

(3.23)!

where Sc is the cell surface and Se is the surface of an equilateral triangle with the same
circumradius. In all the numerical simulations of the present work, the maximum value of the areaaveraged equivolume skewness !" is below 0.89 for both the inter-profile surfaces, which is less than the
value of 1 defined as a limit for a good mesh quality deformation.
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Mean normalized flow
following viscous models
Number of mesh cells (x106)

for

Laminar

Turbulent

0.6

0.9958

0.9962

1.2

0.9975

0.9974

the

Table 3.1: Results of the grid independence study

A grid independence study has been carried out to obtain the mesh convergence which details are
provided in Table 3.1 where it is shown that the error in the mean normalized flow is 0.17% for the
laminar model and 0.12% for the turbulent model.
Considering this minimum error and the performance of the central processing unit, the simulations
presented in this work have been performed with a mesh of about 600,000 cells and where the Courant
number (the dimensionless number based on the time step, velocity and average cell size) is always less
than 0.5.

3.7 Influence of simulating the contact points
In order to model the manufacturing tolerance between the inner and outer gears, the internal
diameter of the outer gear is increased and, as a consequence, the two trochoidal profiles do not share any
contact point. In principle, teeth contact cannot be neglected, attending to the high working pressures at
which this type of pump operates (in the order of MPa): leakage is an important phenomenon to be
considered, and flow rate fluctuations are also affected by the effect of the contact points. In order to
achieve the more realistic simulation model of the pump, two different possibilities of simulating the
contact points have been studied: no contact points and all contact points.
First, the Gearing Contact Point strategy is tested with an analytical approach establishing new
boundary conditions of contact for all teeth. Results are shown normalized with the gearing period (!! )
for time and the theoretical volumetric flow rate (!! ) for the flow rate. They present a very good
agreement with the analytical model, being the simulations results about 0.2% higher than the analytical
values, due mainly to the scaling of the outer gear. The irregularity index is 2.8% in the analytical model
and 2.5% in the all-contact-points simulation. This difference can be understood considering that the
analytical model does not take into account the effects of the compressibility of the fluid. Note that
Figure 3.11 presents a point of mathematical stiffness that can be seen approximately at the normalized
values of time of 1.5, 2.5 and 3.5.
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Figure 3.11: GeroLAB analytical and laminar CFD results of the instantaneous flow at the outlet port (0 MPa and
7.5 rpm)

Figure 3.12: Instantaneous flow at the outlet port, 472 and 2016 rpm inner gear. Laminar CFD results by simulating
no contact points and Z contact points with a pressure of 0, 0.5, 1 and 2 MPa
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Figure 3.13: Detail of instantaneous flow at the outlet port, 472 and 2016 rpm inner gear. Laminar CFD results by
simulating no contact points and Z contact points with a pressure of 0, 0.5, 1 and 2 MPa

Figure 3.12 shows the influence of the teeth contact with respect to the working pressure and the
rotary velocity of the pump. A comparison is done for the two possibilities of simulating the contact
points, showing that at 0 and 0.5 MPa the no-contact-points simulation results in a reduction of the flow
rate of 1% and 8%, respectively, compared to the all-contact-points simulation. Besides, it can be seen
that the 0 MPa no-contact-points contour of the instantaneous flow is clearly distorted. The influences of
no-contact-point points and all-contact-points at 0 MPa are manifested in the reduction of almost 2% in
the peak values, which can be justified by the compressibility effects when all contact points are
simulated.
At low rotational velocities (472 rpm) and 0.5 MPa, when no contact points are simulated, the
instantaneous flow and hence the volumetric efficiency are reduced by approximately 30% compared
with those for the all-contact-points simulation. The effect of the working pressure is also clearly shown
by the no-contact-points simulation results because the volumetric efficiency is strongly reduced, falling
for instance to 83% in the 2016 rpm and 1 MPa simulation. As a consequence, the influence of the teeth
contact proves to be significant and it is proved that the Gearing Contact Point strategy establishes a
more realistic leakage flow model in the interteeth clearances.
The BondGraph simulated instantaneous flow results for ideal flow (no leakage) and leakage
through the trochoidal profiles (Qf,pt). The influence of the leakage is indicated by the reduction of the
main peak. This phenomenon has the same explanation as before. A high-pressure volume of oil from the
outlet zone comes into the chamber through the interteeth clearance passage-way and the leakage
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phenomenon appears. The volume of the chamber is now less compressed and this effect is translated as
flow ripple fluctuations because of the fluid compressibility. The same argument can be used with the
minimum value when the chamber reaches the inlet zone.

Figure 3.14: BondGraph ideal and with leakage (Qf,pt), and laminar CFD results of the instantaneous flow at the
outlet port (0.5 MPa and 2016 rpm)

3.8 Numerical Simulation conditions
Although the methodology described in this chapter can be used in order to perform turbulent
simulations, the following results correspond to laminar turbulence model. This selection meets the
requirements of the experimental testing: owing to the reason that the maximum experimental possible
rotational speed of the gerotor pump is 250rpm, the flow is laminar and there is no need for a turbulent
simulation (see section Operating conditions for the demonstration of this maximum rotational speed).
Nevertheless, here it is presented one turbulent simulation of the problem, to check that there are no
differences between the turbulent and laminar cases. The rest of results correspond to laminar
simulations.
The comparative between the computations of a same case by means of a laminar or turbulent
model is shown in Figure 3.15, for a complete rotation of the gearing mechanism. The instantaneous flow
ripple in the outlet pipe is represented, for both computations, performed for a rotational velocity of the
inner gear of 250 rpm and gauge pressure of inlet and outlet pipes of 0bar. The maximum relative
deviation between cases is of 0.86%, with respect to the simulated instantaneous flow rate.
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Figure 3.15: Comparative between results obtained through laminar and turbulent models
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Figure 3.16: Detail of the comparative between laminar and turbulent models
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The geometry of the simulated gerotor pump and the properties of the fluid are shown in Table 3.2.
Geometry and operation conditions of the simulated gerotor pump
Eccentricity
External diameter through the tips of the teeth of the inner gear

2.85 mm
65.45 mm

Radius of the circle to complete the outer gear

35.8 mm

Gear thickness

9.25 mm

Arc radius of the outer gear tooth

10.85 mm

Number of outer teeth

9

Number of inner teeth

8

Inlet gauge pressure
Outlet gauge pressure

0 bar
0.54 bar

Inner gear rotational velocity

250 rev/min

Volumetric capacity

9.8 cm3/rev

Properties of the mineral oil used in the simulation
Density
Viscosity
Compressibility coefficient

885 kg/m3
2.8·10-2 Pa·s
1.5x10-9 Pa

Table 3.2: Geometry, operation conditions and fluid properties of the CFD simulations

3.9 Numerical Simulation Results and Conclusions
First, Figure 3.17 show the result of the instantaneous flow rate in the outlet pipe, for a complete
rotation of the gearing, while Figure 3.18 presents the result of the simulated flow pulsation in the
maximum area chamber.
Next, some examples of the numerical simulation are presented, to see the potential of the CFD
tool. We are not evaluating this particular results (corresponding to time step number 500). They are
shown in order to see the possibilities that offer the developed CFD tool.
Figure 3.19 shows the volume streamtraces of the whole fluid domain. Also, it contains the
pressure contours. Figure 3.20 shows a detail of the streamtraces near the outlet and inlet zones.
Figure 3.22 show the surface stramtraces between trochoidal profiles, together with the velocity
contours.
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Figure 3.17: Instantaneous flow rate in the outlet pipe.
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Figure 3.18: Flow pulsation in maximum area chamber
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Figure 3.19: Volume streamtraces

Figure 3.20: Volume streamtraces in suction (left) and discharge (right) pipes
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Figure 3.21: Volume streamtraces, XY view

Figure 3.22: Surface streamtraces and contours of velocity between trochoidal profiles
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Figure 3.23: Minimum radial clearance for a complete rotation of the gearing (tooth 1)
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Figure 3.24: Minimum radial clearance for a complete rotation of the gearing (all teeth)
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The minimum radial clearance between trochoidal profiles is obtained thanks to the Gearing
Contact Point user-defined function. Figure 3.23 shows this minimum clearance for a complete cycle of
rotation of one tooth (tooth 1 is represented), while Figure 3.24 shows the information concerning to all
teeth. It can be seen that the variation of the minimum radial clearance is limited between a range of
65µm.
On the one hand, thanks to the CFD model presented in this thesis, we are able to learn the intricate
aspects of the flow behaviour inside the pump. We have more certainty about the operation of the pump
and about the tools that have been used until the present for the study of its performance.
On the other hand, this CFD model will be used as a tool to complement the BondGraph model in
the future work, as it allows the acquirement of fluid-dynamic parameters in the whole fluid domain.
Once the CFD simulation is finished, we have the information about the complete velocity and pressure
fields inside the pump. These results can be used in order to characterize any desired flow passage, and
that would represent an advance in the dynamical simulation, as it would become a more realistic
approach. One example of this type of parameters would be the discharge coefficient that characterizes
the leakage flow between trochoidal profiles.
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4 Experimental Study of a Gerotor Pump by
Time-Resolved Particle Image Velocimetry

4.1 Introduction to the Experimental Study
As seen in Chapter 1, it is virtually impossible to measure accurately and directly the flow ripple
generated by the pump, and indirect measures are used in order to characterize its instantaneous flow.
That is measurements of pressure pulses, and estimate the flow ripple with the help of an algorithm.
The only method to validate a new design of trochoidal gear pump is to perform a test in normal
operating conditions of the real pump. According to the documented work, there is not an existing
procedure to obtain the flow ripple generated by the pump in a directly and accurate measure.
Regarding the flow visualization techniques applied to gerotor pumps, only one reference has been
found (in Japanese). Itoh (Itoh et al., 2005) carries out a study of the flow structure and the volumetric
efficiency using light-reflecting tracer particles in a transparent model of the pump of external dimensions
of 76.8mm and a maximum rotating velocity of 31 rpm. And, particularly about Particle Image
Velocimetry, there is not documented work of this procedure applied to trochoidal gear pumps.
The experimental work presented in this thesis is aimed to the improvement of the Time-Resolved
Particle Image Velocimetry (TRPIV) applied to positive displacement pumps, and specifically to
trochoidal gear pumps. The effort made in this field is focused in order to make progress in this
experimental technique, knowing its limitations as a new technique in development with respect to
trochoidal gear pumps. It should not be interpreted as the validation of the theoretical models, as the use
of TRPIV in trochoidal gear pumps is not fully developed and the limitations of its use must be taken into
account.
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The results obtained through TRPIV help the understanding of the real behaviour of the pump, as it
is possible to obtain a whole velocity field in a particular section of the pump. Even the three-dimensional
velocity field could be analysed, which would be very useful in order to study the influence of the
geometry of the port areas in a real pump.

4.2 Principles of TRPIV
PIV is a non-intrusive measurement technique that needs a recording medium, an illuminating light
source and a computer for image processing. Small tracer particles are introduced in a region of the fluid
and are illuminated by two consecutive short duration light pulses produced by a laser. The image of the
particles during two consecutive laser pulses is recorded by a CMOS camera, where each exposure is
isolated on his own frame. Processing these consecutive images by means of cross-correlation methods
allows the obtaining of the velocity vectors associated with the fluid flow. In the case of TRPIV, each pair
of images between two pulses is used to evaluate the instantaneous velocity field.
To apply the PIV technique it is necessary to seed the fluid of interest with some kind of tracer
particles. It is assumed that the motion of the tracer particles follows faithfully the movement of the fluid.
Thus, the motion of the fluid can be determined by measuring the particle displacements through
evaluation of the PIV recordings. The recorded images are divided into small interrogation areas and
analyzed by means of a correlation method. With the aid of PIV technique quantitative two-dimensional
information of the fluid velocity is obtained. Comprehensive descriptions and explanation on the principle
of the PIV technique have been provided by Adrian (Adrian et al., 2011).

4.3 Tracer particles
Flow seeding is a significant part in the experimental PIV set-up. This is achieved by adding small
tracer particles into the flow. As explained before, it is assumed that the fluid and particles move as one.
The obtained images of the particles where the region of interest is illumined at least twice by a laser,
allow computing the velocity of the flow field. The light scattered by the particles can be recorded on a
single frame or on a sequence of frames (in the present study each image is recorded in a single frame).
The displacement of the particle images between the light pulses is then determined through evaluation of
the PIV recordings.
The principle of PIV is based on the direct determination of the two fundamental dimensions of the
velocity as length and time. The technique measures the particle velocity which is determined instead of
fluid velocity. Therefore, properties of the particles have to be checked in order to avoid significant
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discrepancies between fluid and particle motion. The selection of the particles comprises a basis of the
velocity measurements in PIV. These particles should be as small as possible in order to ensure good
tracking of the fluid motion. On the other hand, they may not be too small, since they will not scatter
enough light. If tracer particles scatter light weakly, then more powerful lasers or more sensitive cameras
that increase the costs and safety issues should be used. It is better to search ideal tracer particles that
follow the flow faithfully and scatter enough light for the flow system in order to obtain accurate velocity
field of the flow, as indicated in Raffel (Raffel et al., 2007).

Laser

Outlet pipe

Inlet pipe

Gerotor pump

High-speed camera

Synchronizer

Figure 4.1: Typical experimental assembly for a PIV study in a Gerotor pump.

Tracer particles should follow the fluid flow without changing its pattern. Therefore, particle
density (!! ) should closely match the density of the fluid (!! ). In addition, at zero-velocity condition,
tracer particles should stay suspended in the fluid without sinking or floating up due to gravitational
effects and buoyancy. Therefore, fluid mechanical properties of the particles have to be examined in order
to avoid significant discrepancies between fluid and particle motion.
4.3.1

Fluid mechanical properties
A primary source of error is the influence of gravitational forces if the densities of the fluid !! and

the tracer particles !! do not match. If we assume spherical particles in a viscous fluid at a very low
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Reynolds number, the Stokes’ law defines the frictional force !! (known as Stokes’ drag) acting on the
interface between the fluid and a particle:
!! = 3!"!! !

(4.1)

where ! is the dynamic viscosity, !! is the diameter of the particle, and ! is the particle's velocity.
For the previous assumptions, Stokes’ drag law also defines the particle’s gravitationally induced
velocity as:
!! = !!!

!! − !!
!
18!

(4.2)

where ! is the acceleration due to gravity, ! the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, !! is the diameter
of the particle and, !! and !! are the density of the particle and the fluid respectively.
We can also derive and estimate for the velocity lag of a particle in a continuously accelerating
fluid:
!! = !! − ! = !!!

!! − !!
!
18!

(4.3)

where !! is the particle velocity. The step response of !! typically follows an exponential law if
the density of the particle is much greater than the fluid density:
!! ! = ! 1 − !"# −

!
!!

(4.4)

where the relaxation time !! is given by:
!! = !!!

!!
18!

(4.5)

If the fluid acceleration is not constant or Stokes drag does not apply (e.g. at higher flow velocities)
the equations of the particle motion become more difficult to solve, and the solution is no longer a simple
exponential decay of the velocity. Nevertheless, !! remains a convenient measure for the tendency of
particles to attain velocity equilibrium with the fluid.
When applying PIV to liquid flows the problems of identifying particles with matching densities
are usually not severe, and solid particles with adequate fluid mechanical properties can often be found.
4.3.2

Light scattering behaviour
Since the obtained particle image intensity and therefore the contrast of the PIV recordings is

directly proportional to the scattered light power, it is often more effective and economical to increase the
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image intensity by properly choosing the tracer particles than by increasing the laser power. In general it
can be said that the light scattered by small particles is a function of the refractive index of the particles to
that of the surrounding medium, the particle’s size, their shape and orientation. Furthermore, the light
scattering also depends on polarization and observation angle. For spherical particles with diameters, !! ,
larger than the wavelength of the incident light !, Mie’s scattering theory can be applied. The Mie’s
scattering can be characterized by the normalized diameter, !, defined by:
!=

!!!
!

(4.6)

If ! is larger than unity, approximately ! local maxima appear in the angular distribution over the
range from 0º to 180º. For increasing ! the ratio of forward and backward intensity will increase rapidly.
Hence, it would be advantageous to record in forward scatter but, due to the limited depth of field,
recording at 90º is most often used.
There is a clear tendency for the scattered light intensity to increase with increasing particle
diameter. In Figure 4.2 the normalized scattered intensity of different diameter glass particles in water
according to the Mie’s theory is shown at !=532 nm.
It can be seen from all Mie scattering diagrams, that the light is not blocked by the small particles
but spread in all directions. Therefore, for a large number of particles inside the light sheet massive
multiscattering occurs. Then the light, which is imaged by the recording lens, is not due to direct
illumination but also due to fractions of light, which have been scattered by more than one particle. In the
case of heavily seeded flows this considerably increases the intensity of individual particle images,
because the intensity of directly recorded light - at 90º to the incident illumination - is orders of
magnitude smaller than that scattered in the forward scatter range.
One interesting implication is that not only larger particles can be used to increase the scattering
efficiency but also a larger number density of the particles. However, two problems limit this effect from
being intensively used. First, the background noise and therefore the noise on the recordings will increase
significantly as well. Second, if – as is usually the case – polydisperse particles (i.e. particles of different
sizes) are used, it is finally not certain whether the number of visible particles has been increased by
simply increasing the number of very large particles. Since images of larger particles clearly dominate the
results of PIV evaluation, it would be difficult to give reliable estimates on the effective particle size and
the corresponding velocity lag.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 4.2: Light scattering by a glass particle of diameter Dp in water with a) Dp=1 µm, b) Dp=10 µm and c) Dp=30
µm. Adapted from Raffel et al.¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia..

4.3.3

Selected tracer particles
A new kind of alginate tracer particles has been designed and produced at the Rovira i Virgili

University of Tarragona by Ertürk (Ertürk, 2012). Alginate particles present excellent flow seeding and
light scattering abilities. They ensure good tracking of the fluid motion in both liquid and gas
measurements. When they are used in liquid, there is not much difference in the density between the fluid
and the particles thanks to their porous structure that easily absorb the analysing fluid. Also, alginate
particles have soft, jelly like structure, and do not cause any damage to the inner contact surface if the
machines. More details are given in further work (Ertürk et al., 2013), where it is demonstrated that
alginate particles are very appropriated for turbo-machinery application in PIV.
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4.4 Camera
In order to acquire high frequency time series of images in the TRPIV, a high velocity camera is
needed. To capture the details of the flow in gearing pumps, it is necessary to obtain this high image
acquisition, to subsequently resolve the velocity field by means of TRPIV.
The high velocity digital camera that is used in the experiments is the Photron Ultima APX-RS. Its
main characteristics are shown in Table 2.1.
Photron Ultima APX-RS
Sensor

10-bit single CMOS sensor with 17µm pixel

Frame rate at full resolution

3000 frames per second

Resolution

1024x1024 pixel

Buffer memory

2 GB

Record time

0.7 seconds
2048 frames

Exposure duration

16.7ms to 2µs global electronic shutter independent of
frame rate and overexposure protection

Lens

Sigma 105mm f/2.8 EX DG macro
Table 4.1: Specifications of the high velocity digital camera

4.5 Laser
The chosen laser for the presented experiments was the Monocrom LU80250-FSAC. It is a 800 nm
(infrared) laser which main features are given in Table 4.2. It is a diode laser, meaning that the active
medium is a semiconductor similar to that found in a light-emitting diode that is powered by injected
electric current. Laser diodes are arranged in a bar, making possible the production of the necessary laser
sheet with optical elements that are encapsulated in the laser box. Therefore, the laser box is directly
placed in front of the gear pump without the need for additional optical elements between laser and pump.
The fact of being infrared requires us to be extremely careful when performing the experiments, as
the laser beam cannot be seen but it can produce serious damage if reflected towards the eyes. Apart from
wearing IR protection glasses, the whole bench is surrounded by black walls and a black curtain that is
closed before turning on the laser.
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Monocrom LU80250-FSAC
Center wavelength

805 ± 5nm

Maximum output peak power

250 W

Maximum operation current

280 A

Pulse length

10-100 µs
2.5 mJ at 10 µs

Maximum pulse energy

25mJ at 100 µs

Maximum frequency
Laser beam dimensions

5 kHz
12 x 0.7 mm at output

Table 4.2: Specifications of Monocrom LU80250-FSAC

4.6 Synchronization between camera and laser
Laser pulses have to be synchronized with the camera trigger using a synchronizer. In the case of
TRPIV, the camera must be continuously triggered in order to generate each pair of frames to temporally
resolve the flow. The Function Generator TG2000 20MHz DDS has been used as the synchronizer
mechanism between camera and laser. It can operate with standard waveforms of sine, square, triangle,
DC, positive pulse and negative pulse. The available operating modes are continuous, gated, sweep,
external amplitude modulation, frequency shift keying and tone. In the present study, the square
waveform at continuous mode has been chosen, and its mains characteristics are shown in Table 4.3.
TG2000 20MHz DDS (square waveform, continuous mode)
Range

1mHz to 20MHz

Resolution

1mHz or 6 digits

Symmetry control

20% to 80% (1% resolution) 1mHz to 10MHz

Accuracy

10ppm for 1 year

Output level

2.5mV to 10Vp-p into 50Ω

Rise and fall times

<22ns

Aberrations

<5% + 2mV

Table 4.3: Specifications of TG2000 20MHz DDS function generator (square waveform)
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4.7 Mathematical background of statistical PIV Evaluation
The main objective of the evaluation of PIV recordings is to determine the displacement of the
particles between two recorded frames. This results in the most probable displacement vector for that
particular particle pattern. The process is repeated for all the interrogation areas of the two frames
resulting in a complete vector diagram of the studied flow field. Finally, the results of velocity can be
validated by properly correcting the erroneous vectors.
The first step consists in dividing the total area of the frame in the interrogation areas of NxN
pixels size. As indicated in Adrian (Adrian et al., 2011), typically high-image density PIV experiments in
gases and liquids have densities between 5 and 15 particles in an interrogation area, in order to have a
high probability of good analysis results. This information has been taken into account to correctly select
the size of the interrogation areas, which for this work has been taken as 32x32 pixels.
As already mentioned before, PIV recordings are most often evaluated by locally cross-correlating
two frames of single exposures of the tracer ensemble. Assuming a constant displacement of all particles
inside the interrogation area, the particles locations during the second exposure at time ! ! = ! + ∆! will
be given by:
!!! = !! + ! =

!! + !!
!! + !!
!! + !!

(4.7)

Additionally, assuming a simplification of the perspective projection that is valid only for particles
located in the vicinity of the optical axis, the particles image displacements are given by (4.8), where ! is
the magnification factor.
!=

!!!
!"!

(4.8)

Figure 4.3 illustrates the image intensity field in an interrogation area at two consecutive recorded
frames. As explained before, the size of the interrogation area has to be properly chosen in order to have
enough particles inside the interrogation area in the two frames, as particles that leave the interrogation
area will not contribute to the cross-correlation analysis.
The image intensity field is defined as:
!

!! !, ! =

!! !! ! ! − !!

(4.9)

!!!
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where !! !! is the interrogation volume of a particle i (describes the shape, extension and location
of the actual interrogation volume) and ! ! − !! is the point spread function of imaging lens.
The mean value of an image for a particular interrogation area (IA), in a time t, is determined by
cross-correlating the image intensities of that IA at times ! and ! ! . The cross-correlation is defined as:
!

!

!! !, ! !!! ! + !, ! + !

!!! !, ! =

(4.10)

!!!! !!!!

where !! and !!! are the image intensity fields in the first and second image respectively. Essentially
the template !! is linearly shifted around the sample !!! without extending over edges of !!! . For each
choice of sample shift !, ! , the sum of the products of all overlapping pixels intensities produces one
cross-correlation value !!! !, ! . By applying this operation for the range of shifts, a correlation plane of
size (2M+1)x(2N+1) is formed. Basically the cross-correlation function statistically measures the degree
of match between the two samples for a given shift. The highest value in the correlation plane is used to
estimate the particle image displacement.

Figure 4.3: Image intensity field in an interrogation area, at two consecutive recorded frames

An example of the formation of a correlation plane is shown in Figure 4.4, where a 4x4 pixel
template is correlated with a larger 8x8 pixel sample to produce a 5x5 correlation plane.
The correlation signal is strongly affected by variations in image intensity, as the correlation peak
is dominated by brighter particles images with weaker particle images having a reduced influence. Also
the non-uniform illumination of particle image intensity, due to light-sheet non-uniformities, in addition
to the irregular particle image shape, out-of-plane motion, etc. introduce noise in the correlation plane.
Consequently, image enhancement before the processing is usually advantageous. The main goal of the
image pre-processing is to enhance particle image contrast and to bring particle image intensities to a
similar signal level such that all particle images have a similar contribution in the correlation function.
The image pre-processing has been perfomed using the ImageJ software (Rasband, 1997). ImageJ
is an open source code written in Java, which can be run on Linux, Mac OS X and Windows. It has an
extended community of users, and it supports a wide range of image file formats, allowing the user to
work with image sequences, so it is possible to process all the images obtained in a PIV as a package.
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y

x

Figure 4.4: Example of the formation of a cross-correlation plane by direct cross-correlation

Among the available image treatments, the subtract background option has been chosen. It reduces
the effects of the laser flare and other stationary image features. The resulting image after the filtering
through

the

background

subtracting

is

shown

in

Figure 4.5, where the filter is applied in a frame corresponding to the maximum area chamber of the
pump.
a)

b)

Figure 4.5: Image pre-processing. a) Original image. b) Subtract background treatment
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4.8 Software
Table 4.4 summarizes the software in the process of experimental study by means of PIV.
Data acquisition

Camera’s own control software: Photron FASTCAM Viewer

Image pre-processing

ImageJ (open source)

Image interrogation

GPIV and Scilab (both open source)

Post processing

Scilab (open source)

Graphical representation

Matlab

Table 4.4: Software used in the experimental study

4.9 Experimental arrangement
4.9.1

Test bench
The pump has been experimentally studied with Time-resolved PIV (TRPIV) in a test bench. In

this section, the experimental setup and the main characteristics of each of its parts will be explained.

Electric
motor

Laser

Gerotor
pump

High-speed
camera

Figure 4.6: Installation of the pump in the test bench
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Due to the chosen experimental technique, it has been necessary to modify the casing of the pump
and the outer gear wheel, in order to allow light to cross the chambers where the flow has to be filmed.
These two parts were substituted by new ones made in methacrylate (see Figure 4.8), which were made
by Carlos Río, from the Mechanical Department (Universitat de Politècnica de Catalunya, Campus
Terrassa). The installation of the pump in the test bench is shown in Figure 4.6. A detailed view of the
experimental Gerotor pump is given in Figure 4.7.

Methacrylate
gear wheel

Outlet pipe

Inlet pipe

Figure 4.7: Detailed view of the Gerotor pump in the test bench

a)

b)

Figure 4.8: Methacrylate chasing. a) 3d CAD. b) Image of the assembly.
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About the refractive indexes of the fluid and of the methacrylate pieces, they have not been
determined in the present study. This will be done in future work, as it is not a priority in the present
study. As it is not checked that the two refractive indices are matched, we cannot guarantee that there is
no distortion in the particle image.
The pump has been tested following the assembly shown in Figure 4.9. In addition to the pump and
the oil tank, a pressure-limiting valve is added in the discharge of the pump. The tank is situated 1 m
above the pump, and no additional pressure is imposed in the discharge of the pump. The estimated
pressures in the suction and discharge connections are 0.1 and 0.2 bar (gauge), respectively. These data
have been taken into account in order to adapt the pressure of the boundary conditions in the CFD
simulations.
4.9.2

Operating conditions
In order to establish the rotary velocity during testing, some previous considerations about the

temporal and spatial resolutions have to be defined. The following justifies the selection of these
resolutions, and derives the maximum rotary velocity to perform the experimental study.
The high-speed digital camera allows recording up to 250000 fps, but at very low spatial resolution
(128x16 pixel). The selection of the temporal resolution of the experimental testing has been done
selecting the maximum available frame rate at full resolution. The Photron Ultima APX-RS has a
maximum spatial resolution is 1024x1024 pixel, and for this resolution the maximum available frame rate
is 3000 fps. For these conditions the buffer memory of the camera allows to record up to 2048 images.

M

Figure 4.9: Experimental hydraulic circuit
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High velocity camera
Frame rate

3000 fps

Spatial resolution

1024x1024 pixel

Record time

0.7 s / 2048 frames

Laser
Pulse length

50 µs

Beam dimensions

12 x 0.7 mm at output

Synchronizer
Waveform

Square

Mode

Continuous

Frequency

3kHz

Symmetry control

50%

Output level

5Vp-p

DC offset

0.0V

Operating conditions of the pump
Rotatory velocity of the pump (inner wheel)

250 rpm

Suction/ discharge pressure

0.1/0.2bar

Properties of the mineral oil
Viscosity

2.8·10-2 Pa·s

Density

885 kg/m3

Tracer particles concentration

0.375g/L

Table 4.5: Characteristics of the experimental testing

The size of the interrogation areas during evaluation must be small enough for the velocity
gradients not to have significant influence on the results. Furthermore, it determines the number of
independent velocity vectors and therefore the maximum spatial resolution of the velocity map, which can
be obtained at a given spatial resolution of the sensor, employed for recording. According to the PIV
bibliography and the recommendations in the software’s user guide, the size of the interrogation area has
been defined as 32x32 pixel.
The maximum rotary velocity (inner gear wheel, expressed in rpm), is defined in equation (4.11):
!!,!"# !"# =

!"·!"·!" ! ·!" !"#
!!" ! !

(4.11)

where IA is the size of the interrogation area (32x32 pixel), SC is the spatial scale (0.035 mm),
TS is the time scale (3000 fps) and Dei is the external diameter through the tips of the teeth of the inner
gear (65.45 mm). Equation (4.11) leads to a maximum internal rotary velocity of approximately 327 rpm.
Considering this maximum value, and defining the operating rotary velocity as the 75% of this maximum
value, the selected value corresponds to 250 rpm.
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The TRPIV has been used in order to obtain the velocity field in two sections of the pump: the
outlet pipe and the maximum area chamber. The evaluation of the experimental data by means of GPIV
provides the two components of velocity for each of the coordinates contained inside the validation area.
GPIV is a Graphic User Interface program for the interrogation, validation and post-process of the PIV
data. It is an open source code created by Van der Graaf (Van der Graaf, 2004).
The flow ripple in the outlet pipe can be obtained integrating the velocity vectors that cross a plane
perpendicular to the axis of the outlet tube. This is done in Scilab, and the result is shown in Figure 4.10,
for the complete set of recorded frames. This same procedure is used in the maximum area chamber
vector field, for a vertical plane centred in the width of the chamber. The resulting flow pulsation can be
seen in Figure 4.11.
Figure 4.15 depicts the location of the interrogation area established for the evaluation of the
experimental recorded frames. Note that in the case of the maximum area chamber frame, this particular
position corresponds with a rotation of the outer angle of 270 degrees.
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Figure 4.10: Experimental instantaneous flow in the outlet pipe.

The experimental results have been graphically represented in order to ease the understanding of
the fluid behaviour inside the pump. In the present work, this graphical representation is done in Matlab
R2013b, as it incorporates the functions to represent velocity contours and vector field.
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Figure 4.11: Experimental flow pulsation in the maximum area chamber

The velocity vector field is depicted in Figure 4.12. As it was expected, the resulting velocity
profile is symmetric and the maximum values of velocity are located in the surroundings of the axis of the
pipe. The contours of velocity are displayed in Figure 4.13 in connection with the velocity vector field.
Figure 4.14 shows the velocity vectors in three particular planes in the outlet pipe. It can be seen
that the velocity profile is parabolic, as it was expected due to the low rotary velocity (250rpm) and the
value of the Reynolds number of 183, showing a laminar flow.
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Figure 4.12: Experimental velocity vector field in the outlet pipe
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Figure 4.16 presents the graphically depiction of the experimental results, belonging to the
maximum area chamber, for a rotation angle of the outer gear of 90º, with respect to its reference
position. It contains the velocity vector field representation, as well as the contours of velocity in
connection with the velocity field. Finally, the vector velocity field obtained through PIV measurements
is compared with the one calculated by means of the CFD simulation. Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18
represent the experimental results of the maximum area chamber for a rotation angle of the outer gear of
180º and 270º, respectively.
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Figure 4.13: Experimental velocity contours and vector field in the outlet pipe.
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Figure 4.14: Example of experimental velocity vectors in the outlet pipe.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.15: Location of the interrogation area: a) Outlet tube and b) Maximum area chamber (ωe=270º)
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PIV velocity vectors
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Figure 4.16: PIV experimental results for ωe=90º
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PIV velocity vectors
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Figure 4.17: PIV experimental results for ωe=180º
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Figure 4.18: PIV experimental results for ωe=270º
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4.11 Evaluation of Experimental Results
With respect to the understanding of the comparative between experimental and simulation results,
it must be taken into account that the experimental study has been performed in a gerotor pump made of
methacrylate. In addition, the diameter of the chasing has been increased with respect to the original
pump, in order to reduce wear of the outer gear wheel.
On the one hand, as studied by Biernacki (Biernacki et al., 2009), from the viewpoint of hydraulics,
during the pumping action the condition of deformations is more important than the condition of stresses.
This is so because, by keeping the stresses lower than the acceptable, it is at the same time possible to
achieve deformations and clearances greater than the extreme, which causes flaws in the pumping
process, as well as lowering of the working pressure and pump efficiency. On the other hand, the increase
in the clearance between outer gear and chasing results in a higher leakage flow.
As a consequence, the results of the numerical simulation and experimental results cannot be
compared directly, as there is more leakage in the tested pump, due to increased clearance and
deformation in the methacrylate parts. In order to be able to compare the results, the discharge pressure
imposed in the CFD simulation has been increased, to force the case to increase leakage flow, thus
equalling the flow in the outlet pipe between experimental and simulation results.
In order to characterise the type of flow in the present study, a Reynolds number is defined as:
!" =
where

!"!!
!

=

!!"
!"!!

(4.12)

! and ! are the density and dynamical viscosity of the fluid
! and ! are the average velocity and the flow rate at the outlet pipe
!! is the diameter of the outlet port pipe

In the present case, for the rotational velocity of 250 rpm, and considering the theoretical flow, the
Reynolds number is !e≈183 that is value showing a laminar flow condition.
The results of the numerical simulations show the instantaneous flow of the gerotor pump related to
time. These results are presented in the figures by using the normalized values of flow !/!! and time
!/!! . The instantaneous flow ! is normalized with the theoretical instantaneous flow !! , and it can be
calculated as:
!! = !! · !!
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where !! is the rotational velocity of the shaft connected to the inner gear and !! is the theoretical
volumetric capacity. Replacing the two variables with their values (Table 3.2) in equation (4.13), the
resulting theoretical instantaneous flow is 4.08·10-5 m3/s.
The time has been normalized with the gearing period !! , which is the time that is needed for the
tooth meshing to be repeated. CFD results have been obtained by simulating complete rotations of the
gear set to reach flow stabilization.
!! =

1
!! · (! − 1)

(4.14)

where !! is the rotational velocity of the shaft connected to the inner gear and Z is the number of
inner teeth. Replacing its values (from Table 3.2) in equation (4.14), !! takes a value of 4.78·10-3 s.
The present section contains the results of the simulations and experimental study performed in the
gerotor pump. These results are focused in the evaluation of the two main performance indexes, the
volumetric efficiency and the flow irregularity.
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Figure 4.19: Comparative of the flow in the maximum area chamber.

The analytical calculation of the volumetric capacity index is obtained by means of the Volumetric
Characteristics Module of GeroLAB Package. The geometrical parameters of the studied pump are used
as inputs for this module and the resulting value of the volumetric capacity is 9.80 cm3/rev. This
theoretical volumetric capacity is used in the calculation of the theoretical instantaneous flow.
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The volumetric capacity is obtained through the BondGraph dynamical simulation, by means of the
variation of the chambers volume for a complete rotation of the pump, and it does not include the leakage
flow, resulting in a value 9.53 cm3/rev.
Figure 4.19 shows the evolution of the flow in the maximum area chamber for the experimental
study and the numerical simulation. By integrating the total amount of fluid flow in the maximum area
chamber the results are, for the experimental and numerical curves, respectively, 7.3 and 10.6 cm3/rev. In
the case of the experimental value, the volumetric capacity is reduced due to the leakage between
trochoidal profiles and the leakage flow between the gears and the chasing of the pump. Note that the
volumetric capacity resulting of the numerical simulation is higher than the theoretical one, which would
be physically impossible. The reason is that the flow evaluated contains the leakage effects. What is really
interesting of observing Figure 4.19 is that there is a clear correspondence between the experimental and
the numerical results, as the two flow responses have the same tendency, both having the same order of
magnitude.
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Figure 4.20: Comparative of the flow in the discharge tube.

The instantaneous flow in the outlet pipe has been simulated by means of the BondGraph
dynamical model and the numerical simulation of CFD. In addition, it has been experimentally studied
through the TRPIV technique. Figure 4.20 shows its results, for a rotating velocity of 250 rpm and with
inlet and outlet pressures of 0.1 and 0.2 bar, respectively, for the dynamical simulation and the
experimental study. As explained before in this chapter, the discharge pressure has been adapted in the
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numerical simulation, increasing its value in order to adjust the leakage in the simulation to the real tested
pump. As it was expected, the BondGraph results are near the theoretical average flow rate, and have an
irregularity index of 4.80%.
About the correspondence between the numerical simulation and the experimental results, it can be
stated that the CFD model describes properly the fluid-dynamic response of the pump. The flow
irregularity is of 4.7% for the numerical simulation and 19.07% for the experimental measurements.
Despite this discrepancy, it must be highlighted that the two curves have the same order of magnitude,
and this difference could be probably explained by the effects of testing with a gearing mechanism made
of methacrylate, as previously exposed.
To finish the present chapter, we can conclude that experimental study of the gerotor pump by
means of Time-Resolved Particle Image Velocimetry has been proved as a new useful tool of estimation
of the fluid-dynamic behaviour of the pump. In the present thesis qualitative evaluation of the
experimental results has been carried out, while its quantitative evaluation is left to future work. In order
to check the quantitative agreement of TRPIV with the theoretical models, it will be necessary a further
development of this technique applied to the gerotor pump.
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5.1 Introduction to final conclusions
The present chapter reviews the main topics and procedures presented in this thesis. First, the
limitations of the present work and the achieved progress are presented. Second, the final conclusions
obtained in this work are exposed. Finally, suggestions about future work are given.
Chapter 1 presents the main objective of this thesis: to develop a set of design tools applied to
trochoidal gear pumps, from the viewpoint of the fluid dynamical performance of the pump. Besides, it
contains a brief introduction to Gerotor pumps and the state of the art.
In Chapter 2 the analytical study of the problem focused in the use of GeroLAB package is explained.
It shows the two new modules created for GeroLAB, Minimum Clearance Module and Effective Port
Areas. Finally, its applicability is exemplified in the dynamical simulation through the BondGraph
technique, studying the influence of the port areas geometry.
Chapter 3 gives details about the numerical simulation of the problem, performed with the
commercial code ANSYS FLUENT TM 12.0.16, based on the finite-volume method. First, it presents
and justifies the selected numerical schemes and turbulence model: details are given about the spatial
discretization and the time derivatives selected in the numerical simulation, and its convergence criteria.
Additionally, the mesh properties are specified: the zones of the computational domain and the mesh
deformation algorithm are defined. Also, the mesh quality analysis and grid independence study are
exposed. Special attention is dedicated to the simulation of the solid contact between the gears: the new
strategy called Gearing Contact Point that includes the calculation of the theoretical contact point is
detailed, and its advantages are exposed. The structure of the code integrated in the commercial algorithm
and the condition imposed in the contact point zone are explained.
Chapter 4 exposes the experimental study by means of Time-Resolved Particle Image Velocimetry
(TRPIV), containing the principles of this non-intrusive technique and details about the selection of its
main parts. First, the criteria taken into account for the selection of the tracer particles are discussed, and
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the main characteristics of the used camera, laser and synchronizer are given. Later, the basis of the
mathematical background of statistical PIV evaluation is explained, and the test bench and the operating
condition of the experimental arrangement are described. It also includes the main experimental results
and its evaluation. All results are presented by using the normalized values of the flow and time, in order
to make easier its interpretation.

5.2 Limitations of the present work
The experimental study has been performed in a Gerotor pump made of methacrylate, as it was
required in order to be able to film the flow inside the pump. Besides, the tolerance between the outer
gear and the chasing of the pump has been increased, in order to reduce wear between these two moving
parts. Consequently, the working pressure of the experimental pump is quite far from being in the normal
operation pressure range of this type of pump, and internal leakage of the pump is strongly increased.
In order to adapt the numerical simulation to the experimental conditions, the discharge pressure has
been adjusted, to equalize the simulated and experimental flow in the outlet pipe of the pump. Also, as a
consequence of the limited velocity of rotation of the experimental arrangement, the numerical simulation
model has been validated only for the laminar case.
Another simplification of the numerical simulations is that the centres of the gears have been
considered as fixed during the simulation. Its relative movement has been neglected, in order to simplify
the simulation and because of the minor displacement that this effect could produce.
The BondGraph dynamical simulation contains simplifications regarding some leakage submodels
and consequently it gives more idealized results compared with the numerical simulation or the
experimental results.

5.3 Progress achieved
The main progresses achieved in the work presented in this thesis are the following:
-

Development of a 3D CFD model, containing leakage phenomena. It allows the prediction of
the fluid-dynamical behaviour of the fluid in the insights of the pump. It includes the creation
of the Gearing Contact Point strategy, to simulate the solid contact point between trochoidal
profiles, and the study of the influence of simulating the contact points is also developed. The
calculation of the volumetric efficiency can be obtained by integration of the simulated flow in
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the maximum area chamber, while the irregularity index can be determined through the
velocity field in the outlet pipe.
-

Two new modules of GeroLAB Package: Minimum Clearance Module and Effective Port
Areas Module. The first one allows the calculation of the minimum distance between the
trochoidal profiles taking into account the manufacturing tolerances and the second one
provides the area to which a chamber is exposed in the suction or discharge zones, considering
the restriction imposed by the geometry of the port areas.

-

BondGraph dynamical simulation model: the integration of the results provided by the two new
GeroLAB modules constitute and advance in the dynamical approach of the problem, as they
suppose a more realistic approach in the BondGraph dynamical simulation.

-

Experimental procedure to study Gerotor pump: the selection of particles and its concentration,
devices for the data acquisition and PIV tools to perform the data treatment. In addition, the
creation of a procedure of results interpretation and optimization is done. Also, the volumetric
efficiency can be evaluated through the velocity field obtained in the maximum area chamber.
The instantaneous flow has been determined by means of the measured velocity field in the
outlet pipe and the maximum area chamber. First one is useful for the calculation of the
irregularity index while the second one serves for the obtaining of the volumetric efficiency of
the pump.

5.4 Final Conclusions
Final conclusions of the present thesis are separated in the main strategies to which they belong:
simulation, analytical or experimental study.
From the viewpoint of the numerical simulation:
-

A 3D numerical model considering leakage and manufacturing tolerance has been created. It
has been used for the qualitatively evaluation of the TRPIV experimental data obtained at a
rotary velocity of the pump of 250 rpm. This velocity is the maximum possible to have reliable
results with the available experimental resources. The comparison shows a good agreement, as
both the simulation and experimental results have the same tendency in the flow behaviour, and
they are of the same order of magnitude. The existing differences can be explained by the
effects of testing with a gearing mechanism made of methacrylate.

-

The gearing contact point strategy represents a reduction of the 40% of the calculation time,
with respect to the previous strategy named viscous wall-cell. This has been possible thanks to
the incorporation of the theoretical calculation of the contact point in the user-defined function
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(UDF) that defines the solid contact points between trochoidal gears. Besides, this new UDF
gives the value of the minimum radial clearance between teeth.
-

The mesh quality analysis results in a maximum value of the area-averaged equivolume
skewness of 0.89 for both the inter-profile surfaces, being less than the value of 1 defined for a
good mesh quality deformation. Besides, the grid independence study, performed in
simulations with a mesh of about 0.6·106 and 1.2·106 cells, shows a maximum error between
them of a 0.17%, regarding the mean normalized flow.

-

Numerical simulations have been performed as laminar, due to the experimental limitations,
performed at low rotational speed (250rpm) having a low Reynolds number (Re≈183).
Nevertheless, a comparative between the computations of the same case by means of laminar
and turbulent model evidences that is not necessary to use a turbulent model (computationally
more costly than the laminar model), as the maximum relative deviation is of 0.86% between
the results obtained through the two models, respect to the instantaneous flow in the outlet
pipe.

-

The study of the influence of the teeth contact has shown this approach to be significant and it
is proved that the Gearing Contact Point strategy establishes a more realistic leakage flow
model in the interteeth clearances.

From the viewpoint of the analytical and dynamical simulation tools:
-

The Effective Port Areas Module results have been included in the BondGraph dynamical
simulation, making it more realistic. For the studied geometries, it has been seen that some of
them produce a significant quantitative reduction of the irregularity flow index that can be
almost about 12%. Thanks to these results, it is possible to establish constructive relations
between the differences in design and the response provided by the pump flow.

-

The Minimum Clearance Module is the first of the modules included in the GeroLAB package
that takes into account real effects of the manufacturing tolerance. The progression of the
minimum distance between the outer and inner teeth from the reference position of the gear is
obtained.

From the viewpoint of the experimental study:
-

The experimental study by means of Time-Resolved Particle Image Velocimetry has
established a methodology for the accurate determination of velocity fields inside the pump, as
seen thanks to the comparison with the numerical simulation.

-

The experimental pump has been appropriately adapted to the experimental technique
requirements: the casing and the gear have been made of methacrylate and tolerances between
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the moving pieces have been increased, in order to be able to film the tracer particles and to
reduce wear, respectively.
-

Tracer particles have been properly selected: alginate particles present excellent flow seeding
and light scattering abilities. They ensure good tracking of the fluid motion, thanks to their
porous structure that easily absorb the analysing fluid. Also, they do not cause any damage to
the inner contact surface of the pump.

-

The volumetric behaviour of the pump has been evaluated through the measured flow in the
maximum area chamber. Results show a clear correspondence between the experimental and
the simulation behaviour, as they both have the same tendency and they are of the same order
of magnitude.

-

The flow ripple has been experimentally determined and compared with the numerical
simulation: a good agreement between the two curves has been found, as they show the same
tendency and both have the same order of magnitude.

-

The flow irregularity has been experimentally determined in the outlet pipe, showing a good
agreement with the numerical simulation. The CFD model describes properly the fluiddynamic response of the pump, as the deviation in the average flow is between both strategies
is about 4%. The flow irregularity is of 4.7% for the numerical simulation and 19.07% for the
experimental measurements. Despite this discrepancy, the two curves have the same order of
magnitude, and this difference could be probably a consequence of the modification in the
material and dimensions of the pump, which have produced deformations in the gear and
higher leakage flow.

As a final remark, the highlights of the research presented in this thesis are discussed in the following
compared with the main authors that cover each of the main topics. They involve a considerable advance
in the study and characterization of gerotor pump, compared to the documented work related to internal
gear pumps up to date.
The most widely used methodology to measure the flow ripple of positive displacement pumps was
first described by researchers at University of Bath (Edge and Johnston, 1990). Named Secondary Source
Method, this test method for measuring the source flow ripple and source impedance is based on the
analysis of the wave propagation characteristics in a circuit which includes the pump under test and an
additional source of fluid-borne noise. Its main disadvantages are the complexity required for its
implementation and the inaccuracies in the calculation of the flow ripple, as it not measured directly but
calculated with an algorithm thanks to the measurement of the pressure pulses.
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The experimental procedure presented in this thesis meets the need of a methodology to directly
measure the flow ripple generated by the pump, with a non-intrusive technique. It constitutes an
alternative to the Secondary Source Method, and it is the first approach of Time-Resolved Particle Image
Velocimetry (TRPIV) applied to a trochoidal gear pump, according to the author’s knowledge.
TRPIV is also subject to inaccuracies in its development stage, as its results deeply depend in the
correct choice of its characteristics parameters like the tracer particles, the material of the casing of the
pump or the statistical determination of the particles’ velocity through the cross-correlation analysis. The
experimental work performed in this thesis is aimed to evaluate the possibility of establishing TRPIV as a
tool for directly measure the flow generated by the pump, in a non-intrusive way, without adding any
other components that modify its normal operation. Considering the results from the present work,
TRPIV is proved to be a feasible alternative to obtain the instantaneous flow of the pump in a direct mode
and without altering its behavior.
From the point of view of the numerical simulation, many authors have applied this technique to
trochoidal gear pumps. Biernacki (Biernacki and Strycek, 2009) analyses the mechanism of induction of
stresses and deformations in plastic cycloidal gears used in gerotor pumps by means of the finite element
method and the commercial program ABAQUS. In this work no attention is focused to the manufacturing
tolerances.
Suresh Kumar (Suresh Kumar and Manonmani, 2010) performed a three-dimensional transient
simulation to optimize the design of the intake channel in a gerotor pump. The selected code is Cfdesign
commercial software, a design-oriented CFD modelling code with a moving dynamic meshing capability.
The paper details do not exhibit any evidence of simulating the teeth contact as a boundary condition.
Vacca and his team, from the Maha Fluid Power Research Center (Purdue University), use a CFD
model as a part of the simulation tool HYGESim for the evaluation of leakage flow in the lubricating gap
at gears’ lateral sides and calculation of thrust forces.
Numerical simulation models that are found in the documented work do not integrate a complete
leakage model that properly describes the real behavior of the pump. The CFD model presented in this
thesis is planned to accomplish the objective of clarifying how leakage flow affects the response of the
pump. Consequently, it includes manufacturing tolerances, thus allowing the study of their influence in
the overall performance of the pump.
The boundary condition for simulating the contact points is established as a fluid-dynamic condition,
while other authors that have focused their study in this phenomenon have addressed the problem
exclusively in terms of the contract stress approach.
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From the viewpoint of dynamics Professor Nervegna and his team, at Politecnico di Torino, carry out
the most complete studies. They develop several 1D simulation models of positive displacement pumps in
the LMS AMESim environment. In particular, very detailed studies have been carried out on gerotor
pumps. All significant geometric quantities are calculated analytically as function of the shaft angular
position and the current pump displacement. They include, among others, gears profiles and their line of
contacts, chamber volume and its derivative, chamber inflow and outflow flow areas, kinematic (ideal)
flow ripple.
Vacca and his team, from the Maha Fluid Power Research Center (Purdue University) created the
simulation tool HYGESim. It is presented, with verification and design purposes, to perform the entire
simulation of external gear machines considering main physical phenomena. It is a multi-domain
simulation methodology, including the numerical evaluation of leakage flow in the lubricating gap at
gears’ lateral sides and the calculation of thrust forces. The simulation tool consists of different modules:
a lumped parameter fluid dynamic model, a mechanical model for evaluation of the gears motion and a
geometrical model.
Mucchi et al. (Mucchi et al., 2010) present a non-linear lumped kineto-elastodynamic model for the
prediction of the dynamic behaviour of external gear pumps. They consider two main sources of noise
and vibration: pressure and gear meshing. The model can be used in order to analyse the pump dynamic
behaviour and to identify the effects of modifications in design and operation parameters, in terms of
vibration and dynamic forces. They consider the pressure distribution on gears as time-varying and they
state that it depends on the gear eccentricity. The gear eccentricity is calculated in the steady-state
condition as a result of the balancing between mean pressure loads, mean meshing force and bearing
reactions.
GeroLAB Package (used and improved in the present thesis), compared with the existing work,
constitutes a useful tool to help the designer to improve performance indexes in a gerotor pump project.
Nevertheless, it can be improved by adding more realistic approaches like adding the leakage phenomena.
The dynamical simulation by means of a BondGraph model, used in this thesis, is an alternative to the
existing software. The main advantage of this type of modelization is that complexity can be added
progressively to the system. Previous works have proved this model to be acceptable to properly describe
the overall performance of the pump (Gamez-Montero and Codina, 2007). In the present thesis, the model
has been improved by adding the information of the effective port areas, thus making it more realistic.
Obviously, in this proposed model there are many open areas that have to be improved. For instance, the
idea presented by Mucchi could be integrated to this model.
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5.5 Future Work
The work presented in this thesis establishes a basis that provides the opportunity to simulate many
variations of the geometry of the pump and its working conditions. These possibilities could lead to the
following work:
•

Use of the minimum radial clearance to assign the contact point at every time of the simulation, to
achieve a more realistic approach.

•

Study of the influence of manufacturing tolerances in the instantaneous flow and the leakage flow
generated by the pump.

•

Study the influence of the port areas geometry in the main performance indices of the pump. It has
been observed that little variations in the port areas produce important differences in the flow
ripple of the pump. It would be advantageous to focus on the parameters that produce reductions
in the irregularity of the flow, in order to achieve the optimum geometry for the port areas.
About the limitations of the present work, the following could be some suggestions for

improvement:
•

Determine the discharge coefficient that characterizes leakage between trochoidal profiles (setting
the suction and discharge pressure values, and without rotation of the pump): this information
would be used to improve the BondGraph dynamical simulation, making the leakage modelling
more realistic.

•

Simulate the system not considering that the centres of the gears as fixed. This would show the
effect of this relative movement, in the overall performance of the pump.

•

Improvement of the TRPIV technique applied to gerotor pumps, in order to achieve its
quantitative validation.
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